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MECHANISM OF START AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRES 1

By I. IRvINGl?RVKEL,~. -WIT pE.Ef3TON,and &RARD J. ~AMN

SUMMARY

Full-scale aireraf& mwha, deviwd to give large fuel 8pW-

oge and a high imidenm of @e, were& to imxxtigate the
meohunim~ of the 8tart and dwelopment of aimraf t OTCA
J%?8. The remdzk are discussed hereim This &ave8tiga&n
remealedthe oharaoteridti of the @Wun 8otLrces,the m@n-
ner in which the oombuatibk?aqread, tb mechanism of tb
union. of the combustibk and ignition aourctx, and the per-
tinent factorg govem”ng the development of a ermh fire m
oberued in thi8 program. ,

INTRODUCTION .

Recent ?eromedical research has shown that the maggtude
of deceleration human beings can withstand without ~rious
injuries vrmiesinversely with the time for which the deceler:t-
tion is applied. The fact that in many airplane crasheshigh
decelemtione often exist for only extremely short periods
of time indicates that worthwhile gains in crash survival
might be realized if the iire that often accompanies crash
were avoided. Acting on the recommendation of the NACA
Comnlitte8 on Operating Problems and the Subcommittee on
Aircraft Fire Prevention, the NACA Lewis laboratory has
engaged in a study of the airplane crash-tire problem. This

FIQmm1.-G40 airplane used in aircraft crash-fire program.

study of the manner in which cmsh iires start and develop.
is intended to serve as factual back=moundon v&ich features
of airplane design can be based in order to reduce the like-
lihood of fire following crash and to improve the chances for
escape or rescue should fire occur. Although this study will
ultimately include aircraft povreied with various types of
turbine engines as well as reciprocating enbgjnes,this report
considers only the work completed on aircraft with recipro-
cat~u en=&nes. While the initiation of crash iires and the
subsequent development of these fires me related events, the
factors of inter% in each of these events we quite diilerent,
and they are therefore treated separately in this report.

The current crash-fire research program is”one of several
studies made in the last 30 yeaw. In .gneral, the results
of earlier work have been verified in this more comprehensive
instigation. Of particuhir interest is the full-walo crwh-
flre study made from 192+28 by the U. S. @my Air Corps,
in which single-engine fighter aircraft powered by Hispano
Swiza engines were employed. Notable contributions to the
field of aircraft fires have been mode by ‘W. G. Glendinning
and his associates in England.

The program on crash iire considered herein was conducted
with modern aircraft and &trumentation on a sale sulli-
cient to permit an appreciation of important factors not
possible heretofore.

Tlie current crash-fire study began in 1949 with a review
of past clash accident% civil and military. The investiga-
tion of crash-fire accident records (ref. 1), however, failed
to reveal well-detined mechanisms for crash fire, primnrily
because the pertinent physical factors acting to initiate the
h are often concealed from view or are too short-lived to be
reported accurately by eyewitnesses. Fire damage also ob-
scured the true nature of the disruption suffered by the air-
plnne thatrelates to the fael spillage and generation of i=goi-
tion sources. The need for conducting full-scale crashes
under conditions permitting careful observation of the suc-
cessive events in the crash was apparent from this accident
study. Acquisition of sarvice-weary twin-enbtie cargo air-
craft from the U. S. Air Force for full-scale crash research
made possible the analysis of the mechanism of crash &e
discussed herein. Photo=-phs of the low-wing CX6 i-red
the high-w@ C-82 airplanes uwd are shown in figures 1
and 2, respectively. A few of the features of each mirpltine,
to which later reference will be made, me indicated in the
figures. Of the 17 fulI-scale crashes conducted so fw in

1Supersedca N’AC.A RM DU2FO13,Weehrmism of Start and Development o f Atrcroft Crash Mres” by I. ‘Irving PlnkeL Q. 31errltt Preston, and (lerard J.
Pefmmn.
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FIGURE2.-C-S2 airplane used in aircraft crash-fire program.

this program, four viere C-46 airplanes and 13 were C-82
oirplanes.

Since it is desirable to study the mechanism of crash fies
under circumstances that approximate red crash conditions,
n barrier NW desi~medto impose the -gross damage to the
airplane similar to that which may occur in unsuemssful
take-offs and landings, in -which .savereengine damage and
major fuel spillaawoccurs. Airplane crashes at tlight speed
into obstructions such as buildings and mountainsides usu-
ally involve a degree of airplane disintegration so severethat
design measures or equipment arranged to reduce the likeli-
hood of fire are rendered impobmL For this reason, atten-
tion in this study is focused on crashes that occur at take-off
and landing speeds, where the likelihood of personnel sur-
vival of the impact is high and design safety features and
crash-iire protection equipment that may be employed have
a reasonable chance to serve their function.

The results of the current work are limited to those fea-
tures of airphme crash &es that ha%ebeen investigated in
this program. While an attempt has been made to include
in this study as many factors involved in crash fies as are
revealed by past experience and current results, undoubtedly
there remain areas that are not covered in this work

A synopsis of this report is included at the end for those
who are not interested in a detailed discussion of the subject
material.

METHOD OF CONDUCTING STUDY

A wmplete discussion of the crash teehnique employed in
these studies is given in refereqee 2. It is useful, however,
to iwpeat some of the s.klientfeatures of this technique. A
crash site, shown schematieilly in figure 3, was arranged to
permit the airplane to aemlerate from rest under its own
power and, constrained by a single guide rail, to arrive at
a crash barrier at approximately take-off speed (80 to
105 mph). The crash barrier is shown in @e 4 (a), and

.“
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FIOURE 3.-&hematic drnwing of test site for aircrnft crnsh.fire
program.

schematic views of the Nirplaneas it passes through the bm-
rier are shown in figures 4 (b) to (d). (The height of the
abutment was adjusted to permit approximately 18 in. of
the propeller tip to hit the barrier (fig. 4 (b).) The dis-
rupted engine and nacelle installations resulting from the
propeller impact with the barrier generate a variety of igni-
tion sources and fuel spillageg, characteristic of this type air-
plane accident. Because the chances of obtaining a fire we
higher when the damaged engine and its associated ignition
sources stay witi- the airplane carrying the fuel than when
the engine is dropped at the crash barrier, an attempt was
made to restrict the barrier height to provide extensive en-
gine damage short of engine break-out. The abutments in
the pa~ of the two main landing wheels rip out the landing
gear (@. 4 (c) ). As the airplane moves through the bnr-
rier, the leading edges of the wings are cut by inclined poles
(fig. 4 (d)) fitted with steel pins installed in comb-tooth
fashion, which sli& open the wing fuel tanks on both sides
of the airplane. The airplane then slides to rest on the
ground beyond the barrier. By these crash-barrier mrange-
men@ it was hoped to impose damage suiliciently ~verse
so that mlarge percentage of actual crashes could be con-
sidered to be made up of all or several of these damugecl
componauts variously combined. By Careti instrumenta-
tion of the crash airplane and camera coverage of the crash
sib with standard and greater-than-normal speed cameras,
an appreciation was obtiined of the way a variety of factors
act to initiata a&e.

Instrumentation and data-reeording equipment were cnr-
ried on the airplane to obtain the following information at
appropriate times during the crash and ensuing fire:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Fire location throughout nacelles, wings, and fuselwge
Personnel compartment temperatures, ambient und
radiant
Distribution of combustible mixtures in wings and
nacelles
Timing and location of eleetricd short circuits
Timing of fuel-line rupture9
Aeeeleiation of separate components ‘of airplane in
Crwh

These data were converted to electric signals that could be
mad on panel-located meters and indicating lights cmried
in wfireproof box in the airphme. The signals were photo-

.
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graphed 10 times per second through the crash impact and
ensuing fir~

All airplanes carried a total of approximately 10tiOgallons
of fuel in the outboard ~~ ta~ equally distributed be-
tween the wings. In almost every crash, the fuel tempera-
ture vvm between ’70° and 80° l?. Fuel preheating vvasem-
ployed when required by the weather. Gasoline and low-
vohdility fuel (8 mm I& Reid vapor pressure) -ivereem-
ployed. Unless otherwise stated, the fuel employed in a
~giveninstance was aviation’~wade gasoline. Inspection data
of the two fuels are shown in table I. In some cases the fuel
was dyed red for photographic purposes: In these w a
notation has been made on the @ure.

In order i%appreciate fully the sigdicance of some of the
factors in the mechanism of crash fires observed in the full-
scale crash studies, a parallel set of ground stu&es -wascon-
ducted. Them ground stud.k helped to deiine the circum-
stances under -ivhich a particular factor or combination of
factora could initiate a iire and indicated how these factors
were influenced by variables such as wind, fuel volatility,
stab of motion of the airplane, and arrangemed of the air-
plane components in their nor&al and cr~h configurations.

MECHANISM OF CRASH FIRE

A consideration of the results obtained in the first fmv
nirplane crashes conducted in this program showed that a
detailed approach to the problem is required if erroneous and
contradictory impressions are to be avoided. Factors that
were believed to be of secondary importance or that were
ignored entirely in a superficial approach were revealed by
this study to control the methods by which he occurs.

Inquiry into the manner in Which the crash ii.reoccurs cen-
ters on the answers to two principal questions: Hom and
when do ignition sources appear in the airplane crash, and
HOW does the fuel come into contact with the ignition
sources’? A proper consideration of the mechanism of crash
fire thus requires that the subjects of igoition sources and
fuel spillage be treated concurrently. In the organization of
this discussion, however, it is useful M to consider briefly
the factors controlling fuel ignition and the origin of i=gni-
tion sources and then im,consider them again concurrently
with a discussion of the fuel spj.lla=m. A series of crash ex-
periments with aircraft modified to reveal effects not readily
apparent with the aircraft in their normal configuration is
discussed separately for purposes of clarity.

FUEL IGNITION

In general, the range of the variables intluencimgfuel ig-
nition in an airplane crash is within the r~oe of ez&ting
combustion experience, and this information is of signili-
cnnce in crash fires. The scientidc literature contains siw-
eral summaries of the factors controlling hyc@carbon fuel
ignition. Reference 3 is an example of a recent report on
the subject. Unfortunately, the space in which combustible

-~- -Pole -----.---, .. ’-..

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) Approach rnmvayand crash barrier.
(b) Impact of propeller with abutmenL
(C) Im@act of landing gear with abubnent-

(d) Impact of wing with @e barrier.

Fmuns 4.-Orash barrier and successive views of airplane as it passes
through baRier.

mix@es are formed and the ignition sources appear in a
crash is too large for a measuremmt of the factors influenc-
hqg fuel ignition to be taken d~~ the crash. The range
of values of many of these factors is fixed, however, by the
fact that the crash he occurs at ground level, usually below
10,000feet. This fact deiinesthe range of air pressur~ tem-
peratur~ and velocity that exists in a crash In view of
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these limi~ations, the principal function served by a bmk-
~moundin fuel iatition is in helping to define the circum-
stances, sometim=” quantitatively and often qualitatively,
that must homeexisted in a mash to give the observed results

While much concerning fuel ignition is vrell-hewn and
need not be repeated here, the subject of the spontaneous-
iguition temperature of hydrocarbons presents certain subtle-
ties that have been the source of much confusion and merit
consideration. Chief among these subtleties is the fact that
there is no single assignable minimum i=guitiontemperature
for hydrocarbon fuels. Experiments on the so-called
spontaneous-iagtion temperature, conducted in apparatus in
which combustible concentitions of hydrocarbons are con-
tained in a uniformly heated &vity of known temperature,
provide an ignition temperature-time curve, such as that
shown in fi=~e 5 (a), taken from referenm 4 and from un-
published NACA data. On thie figure appears a curve for
100/130 grade aviation fuel. These data were dbtained in a

, .
#

standard A. S.T.M. spontaneous-ignition-temperature uppQ-
rrdms. The other curve on this fi=-e is for nvimtiongneoline
in use at the time of the expe+nents (1930) which was prob-
ably 80-octme fuel. These data m-ereobtained in an enclosed
steel tube 12 inches in diamet& and 12 inches long.

From thqse data it maybe seen that, as the resi~ence time
of the fuel at elevated temperature increases, the minimum
temperatureat which ignition may occur reduces. l?or ~brief
residence time of 2 seconds for 100/130 grade gasoline, the ig-
nition temperature is 1020° F. This ignition temperature
reduces to 850° F for a residence time of 6 seconds. By com-
paring these data to those of reference 4, item be seen that
this i@ition temperature may go even lower if the fuel re-
mains in contact with the heated surfmcefor %longer time; 6
seconds is the longest residence time for which data nre avmil-
hble at this time. Variations in the cheinicnl composition
and fuel-air ratio will shift the position of this curve on the
time-temperature coordirmtes without altering the essential

.,
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fact that the ignition temperature declines with increasing

residence time. It is important to appreciate that the resi-
dence time refers to the time a given fuel molecule stays at
the prescribed temperature. Minimum spontaneous-ignition
temperaturesfor lubricating oil and for hydraulic fluid were
obtained in references 5 and 6, respectively. A njnimum
spontaneous-ignition temperature for lubricating oil of 770°
1? was obtained with a residence time of 6 seconds. The
minimum spontaneous-ib~ition temperature for hydraulic
fluid vms 43’7° F at a residence time of 140 seconds. When
the fuel-air mixture is not contained in a uniformly heated
cavity but contacts a hot surface maintained at temperatures
appreciably above that of the neighborhood, the fuel con-
tact time with the hot surfnce is governed by the area of the
surface and the magnitude of natural-convection currents
associated tvith the hot surface or the iocal forced-air circu-
lation rate produced by wind’ or airplane motion. Figure
5 (b) illustrates the marked dependence on surface size of
the minimum surface temperature required for ignitio~ and
figure 5 (c) shows how the air motion adjacent to the heated
surface raises the surface temperature required for ignition.
It is evident from these data that the surface temperature
required to ignite a mixture of fuel and air which is in
motion pm.t a hot engine exhaust-disposal system is higher
than that required when the exhaushdisposd system is at
rest in the same atmosphere. Combustible mixtures resi-
dent within stationary enbtie cylinders vrhere prolonged
residence time is possible would have spontaneous-ignition
temperatures that can be as much as 100° F below the sur-
face temperatures required of the exhaust-disposal system
for fuel ignition except in a sheltered zone, according to the
datmof fi=gme5 (rL).

In contrast with the time delay associated -with ignition
by hot surfaces, flames and electric sparks provide almost
instantaneous iatition. Thi enereg required in an electric
spark to i=tite the constituents of gasoline decreases from
0.9 to 0.1 millijoules as the fuel-air ratio changes from
stoichiornetric to 1,8 times stoichiometric (&g 5 (d)). “

Because of the interaction of all these variables in estab-
lishing an i.tition temperature, a preliminary study =m.s
made with an operatirg en@ne to determine the ignition
temperature of gasoline and lubricating oil on the hot
exhaust-collector ring. The minimum ignition temperature
obtained in them studies WrLS950° 1? for aviation gasoline
and ‘700° F for lubricat~a oil. . Ignition of hydraulic fluid
was obtained at 600° F; however, no attempt was made to
obtain a lovrer ignition temperature.

In the subsequentsections of this report, these data on fuel
ignition will be helpful in interpreting some of the observa-
tions made in the crash-fire studies.

IGNITION SOURCES

The i.tition sources revealed by the full-scale airplane
crash studies can be classified in the following broad cate-
gories:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

P
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Hot surfaces
Friction and chemical sparks from abraded airplane
metals
Engine-exhaust flames
Engine induction-system flames .

Electric arcs, and electrically heated wiring and lamp
filaments
Flames from chemical agents
Electrostatic sparks

HOT SURFACE+3AND FRICTION AND CHEMICAL SPARES

Ahnost ~ hot metal surfaces present in a crash previous
to the start of fire are mrried by the airplane before cI&h
impack- These surfaces include the exhaust-disposil SYStem),
exhaust-gas heat exchangers or combustion healers, and the
high-temperature spots of the en=ginecylinder interior. In
,a crash at take-off, the highest temperatures at local areas
of the exhaust-disposal system exceed 1200° F because of the
high engine power level employed. The lowest temperature
of the eshaust system at which gasoline ignition was obtained
on the external surfaces was 950° F. b a normal landing,
the exhaust-disposal system has temperatures as high as
840° F in local areas These data -were obtained -with a
C-62 airplane. While this temperature is too lovJ for gaso-
line to i=gmitereadily, it is I@h enough for the ignition of
lubricat~m oil that may, in turn, ignite the fuel. This gaso-
line i~gnitiontemperature of 950° F is in keeping -withthe
data shown in figures 5 (a) and (b), in vie-w of the large
heated surface area presented and the 10TVresidenca contact
time between fuel and surface permitted by the convective air
movement around the exhaust-qstem components. If high
engine power is employed to correct a faulty lamding ap-
proach, high exhaust-qstem temperature= characteristic of
take-off may occur upon landing as weIL Igmition sources
in this category are likely to remain fixed in position with
respect to the rest of the airplane in the take-off and landing
type of crash considered in this study. LOS of an enmgine
from the nacelle, however, w-ill free some of these hot sur-
faces to move into diEerent zones around the airplane.

Probability of iatition on hot surfaces is high, because
they are present at the moment of crash and remain at dan-
gerous temperatures for several minutes thereafter. The
temperature history of .$heexhau*disposal system, for ex-
ample, taken during crash (fig. 6), following operation at
take-off power, indicates that it takes 30 seconds for the
hottest portions of the exhaust-collector ring to cool to 950° F,
the lomW temperature at which gasoline will i=gnitereadily
on the external surfaces of the eihaust system, and 84 sec-
onds to cool to 760° F, the lomst temperature at whi~h
lubricating oil was observed to’ i=guitereadily.

The hot surfaces of the engine cylinder interior also can
ignite a fuel-air charge. Since the situation within the cyl-
inder approximates the circumstances under -which the
spo@neous-ignition temperature of gasotie was meas&ed
in a ‘cavi@ ‘bounded by hot walls, the data of figure 5 (a)
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rLpply. These data show that the i=gnitionof gasoline is poi-
sible if the eflective temperature of a portion of the oylinder
contents remains above 850° F for the S seconds involved.
Such conditions are probable around the spark plugs in the
oylinder head and the exhaushvalve “&embly. FolloTv-@
operation at full engine power, elemenh of the exhaust-valve
port rmd assembly maybe hot enough to ignite the fuel-air
charge almost immediately upon contact. ~ At times, how-
ever, the cylinder charge that is ingested just as the engine
rotation stops ignitw after many seconds residence time in
the cylinder. In one of the ihstances noted in this study,
the resulting flash appeared as a bac.kiire3.7 seconds after the
engtie rotation ceased. The appearance of this flame at the
enagineinlet is shown in fi=grre 7 (a). bother example
noted in this study is shown in figur”e7 (b), in which case
the enatie i.dtion system was cut 2 seconds before impact
while the en=gjnewas developing f@ power. At 2.2 seconds
after impact the backfire shomn in figge 7 (b) occurred.

The hot surfaces of friction sparks and the parent metal
surface from which the spa.rtig particles are abraded rep-
resent posible ignition sources that can appear only while
the crashed airplane is in motion, by virtue of the mech’hnism

by which friction heat and abrkion me developed. Spnrks
of sufEcientsize and temperature to ignite gnsoline hmvebeen
obtained from steel airplane pints bearing on concrete prvi-
rng with contact pressures in excess of 100pounds per square
inch. Ground studies under simulated crash circumstances
showed the ignition hazard also associated with the abrasiion
of magusium on concrete paving or stony ground. The
abraded magnesium particles’ ignite in the air vmd provide
iatition sources whose temperatures are considerably greater
than those of abraded steel particles. The high tempera-
turcx of the latter are obtaiqed prinmrily from friction heut.
It is useful to designata sparks that owe their elevated tern- ,
peratures to high oxidation rates m chemical sparks. Chemi-
cal sparks of suilicientsize and temperature till ignite nvin-
tion .-soline with moderate loads between the mrde&ds in
~@mling contack Friction sparks that would ignite avin-
tion gasoline must be generated with high bearing force per
unit area.

Wheel brakes heated to temperatures high enough to ig-
nite hydraulic fluid and possibly gnsoline by henvy applica-
tion of the brakes have been reported elsewhere and muet be
included among the hot-surface i=mitionsources, even though
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they were not encountered in these studies. Circimxstances
under which the brakes plus the hydraulic fluid might con-
stitute an ignition source were observed in a crash in which
the wheel and strut stripped from the airplane at the crash
barrier followed the airplane in its skid along the ground.
The hydraulic fluid, contained under air pressure in the

. landing-gem strut, issued as a fan-like spray from a longi-
tudinal crack in the strut. If these circumstances were to
exist in a crash in which heavy braking was employed previ-
ous to or during the crash, experience with ignition of hy-
draulic fluids would indicate z high probability of fire, iirst of
tke hydraulic fluid and then of the gasoline that may flow to
the wheel from the crashed airplane.

EXHAUST FLAMES

Plumes of exhaust flames appear in the crash when fuel
from the disrupted en=tie passes into the exhaust-disposal
system without completing its combustion in the normal
manner in the cylinder. Such a condition may result from
failure of a spark plug to ignite the fuel, failure of the
exhaust valve to contain the burn@ cylinder charge, or
excessive enrichment of a cylinder chnreg, which burns as
a torch in the air at the exhaust-pipe exit. If the engine
ignition is cut off when the engine is drawing fuel, a series
of flames often appeam at the tail pipe (@g. 7’ (c)). If the
ignition is cut off just prior to a crash, the exhaust flames
may continue to appear following crash impack Several
momentary flashes of exhaust flames are likely to occur im-
mediately after impact of the engine propeller blades with
the ground. These flashes may continue at irregular inter-
vals as long as the enatie drive shaft is rotating and fuel is
drawn into the engine. Because an airplane crash does not
always stop the engine completely, exhaust fhumx can appear
for several minutes after crash impact. The appearance of
one of the longest exhaust flames observed in these studies
is shown within the circle at the enagineexhaust in iigure 8.
In no case did an exhaust flame extend 16 inches beyond the
exhaust exit and last for more than 0.2 second in the cr~hes
studied. In the three instances in which engines were torn
free from their mounts in the cra~ no eihaust flames were
observed during and after engine separation. Loss of the
cmburetor at the beginning of engine separation may be the
renson for this effect.

ENGINE INDUCTION-SYSTEM FL.4Ml%j

Engine induction-system flames appeared less frequently
than exhaust flames in the airplane crashes conducted w
fm. Backfire of an en=tie cylinder charge out the inlet port
and consequent iggtion of the induction-~stem fuel-air mix-
ture is a principal mode of development of induction-system
flames. Because a cylinder charge may become i=guitedsev-
eral minutes after the engine has stopped rotating, the
induction-~stem flame can appear at any time horn the mo-
ment of the crash to several minutes thereafbar. If the eh-
gine induction system is intact in the crash, the flame appears

at the entraice to the engine inlet scoop. Wherever the en-
gine inlet eystem is broken, the flame appears as vmll.

ELECTRICARC9 AND ELECl!lUWLY ~~ WIXING~ FILAMENTS

Disruption of the extensive airplane electrical system in
a crash may provide ignition sources at -widelyscattered loca-
tions. Wires that are completely semred may provide eleo-
tric arcs between the high potential wire terminal and the
grounded airplane structure of sutlicientintensity to ignite
fuel or other combustibles. Wires may become incandes-
cent by short circuits resulting from abrasion of wire insula-
tion or collapse of the metal housing of a junction box onto
the terminal post located within the box. Incanda~~entlight
filaments are normally present during flight at night. Be-
cause of the relatively large diameters of the flkunents of
the lan~m ligh$ temperature high enough for gasoline ig-
nition may exist for at least 0.75 to 1.5 seconds after the
light bulb is sinashed and the flhunent broken (refs 7 and .
8). Momentary electric sparks produced by interrupt@ a
current-carrying circuit are more likely to have sufficient
ener=~ to ignite fuel if the circuit contains coils such as the
electromagnets employed in relays and valves.

About 0.15 millijoulesis the minimum energy for spark ig-
nition of a slightly richer than stoichiometric mixture of hy-
drocarbons and air under approximately standard conditions
of pressure and temperature (ref. 9). This minimum energy
is affected by size, material, and spacing of contacts and the
rate and manner in which the eneragyis delivered. “With an
optimum contact separation of 0.65 inch, the effect of contact
size is negligible. As the contact spacing is decreased,‘the
minimum enera~ for ibtition and the effect of contact size in-
crease. With a needle contact, the minimum energy required
for ignition is doubled when the contact spacing is decreased
from 0.65 to 0.2 inch. With a contact size of 0.19 inch, the en-
erti~ required with a contact spacing of 0.2 inch is five times
that required rut0.65inch. Greater energies me required with
smaller separations because of the quenching action of the
cont~ct surfaces (ref. 10). Reference 11indicat~ that, when
the rate of delivery of enerbg is exponentia~ 90 percent of
the energy must be delivered in less than 50 microseconds to
provide snilicient current for ignition. In crash fires in
which disruption of low-voltage circuits is the bi~~est prob-
lem, arcing pote@ials are obtained from inductances cont-
aining considerable resistancethat will absorb energy; since
the minimum value given repres&ts the energy delivered to
the combustibles, the total circuit energy will be larger by
that amount absorbed by the resistance. Because storage
batteries are part of the airplane lo-iv-voltagg circuit, elec-
trical ignition sources may persist for several minute9 after
crash. Very often, however, electric arcs rapidly burn away
the metal forming the arc electrodes, and the arc peti for
not more than 0.6 second (ref. 12). A restrike of the arc is
possible as the airplane continues to deform in the crash or if
the wind deflectsthe airplane structure adjacent to an electi-
cal failure and new electrical contact is made momentarily.
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FLAMES FROBI ~CAL AGENTS

Combustible chemical agents cinnmonly carried on the air-
plan~ in addition to the fue~ include the petroleum-oil-base
hydraulic fluid, lubricating oil, and alcohol for icing protec-
tion. During flight, the ignition of any of these agents can
produce disastrous tie even if the fuel never becomes in-
volved. On the ground, however, a be is s~dom serio~
with respect to pasenger survival until the fuel is ignited.
For this reason, it is convenient in a discussion of crash fire
to claxify these agents when aflame‘as ignition sourcw in
the same sensethat plumes of burning fuel issuing from the
engine exhaust are considered ignition sources.

COMMJTJIEE FOR AERONAUTICS

Because all these chemical agents will ignite witlower tem-
perikur~ than gasoline and some may require 1s9senergy
‘b the electric sp~rk for ignition, the presence of these agents
improves the likelihood of the appearance of flaming mde-
rials in a crash. Once ignite+ these agents burn for wlong
time and extend the @e over which ignition of the fuel may
occur. Behqg liquid, they can flow by gravity, or be dis-
tributed explosively (as in the casa of hydraulic fluid con-
tained at l@h pressure), or vaporize and move by convection
‘to form a conducting path for fire from a tlxed ignition
source to the fuel.
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(n) Bockdre from engine induction eyetem 7.7 eeconde after
inltlnl trnpact and 3.7
rotation.

seconds after end of engine

(b) Flnmlng out of Induction system inlet 22 wcrmds
nPter impact rrlth barrier. Ignition system cut 2.0
eeconds before impncti

(c) Exhaust flame resulting from cutting of engine ignl-
tton vstem during fnllpower opemtfon.

Figure 7.—Flnmlng out of engine induction system and exhrmet thmea frem engine efiank

Fire from’
pretioue
exhnnat tlome

555

9

Figure S.—Lnrgest exhaust tlnme from engine exhaust
eystem obserfed dnrlng craeh program; 3.3 eeconde after
Initial impact.
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*

(a) Front tiem: 0.04 eecond after impact with first pole
barrier. Airplane epeed, 125 feet per second.

*-*.—–.

(b) Side view; 0.87 second after impact with flret pmie
borrier. Airplane speed, 123 feet per eeeond.

(c) Frent tiew; L5 f+econdsafter impact with flret pole
barrier. Airpione speed, S5 feet per eeeond.

(d) Sid,e view: 1.0 eeeonde ofter impact with flret pole
bnrrler. Mrplane speed, 70 feet per eecond.

(e) Front riew; 3.0 sceonde efter Impact Wth drst pole
barrier. AL-plane speed, 30 feet per seeond.

(g) Front view; 44 seconds ofter impact with dret pole
borrier. Airplane epee& 8 feet per eecerd

0

(f) Side view: 3.4 eeconde efter impnct with flret pole
bnrrier. Airplane speed, 20 feet per second.

*._

(h) Side view; 4.8 seconds after impact with flret pole
bnrrler. Airplane epeed, O.

Ngnre 9.—Dew?lopment of fuel mist spJiiege from roptrmcd wing tanke. (Fuel (IYM red.)
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ELELTEOSTATIC SPARKS

Electrostatic charge can be accumulated on airplane parts
torn from the airplane in the crash as these parts move above
ground through the dust and fuel suspended in the airplane
vmke. & the torn airplane part approaches the ground, w
electrical discharge may occur of sutlicientintensity to i=tite
the fuel spread in the airplane wake. Because the bulk of
the airplane structure sliding along the ground usually mikes
good electrical contact with the ground, si~~cant differ-
ences from ~~ound potential on this structure are unlikely.

In general, the ignition sources observed in the crashes
conducted so far are those expected to apply in airplane
crashes on the basis of past experience with normal aircraft
operations and by analogy with circumstances in other tech-
nicnl fields that are similar to those obtained in a crash. The
full -scnle crash studies indicate how the ietition sources
arise, the time in the crash that they are likely to appear, and
the circumstances under which they will start a h.”

FUELSPILLAGE

In a crash, fuel is spilled in liquid form from broken fuel
lines and tnnks, as premixed fuel vapor and air from the
dnmnged enatie induction system, and as fuel mist around
the nirplane when the spillage appears on the outside of the
airplane while it is in motion. In the last case, the pressure
and viscous forces of the air on the fuel rip it t~ mist that
mo,ves with the air around the airplane. In the c’hsh ar-
rangements employed in this study, liquid and mist Spillaa@
occurred in every crash, and carbureted fuel spillage from
the engine induction systemin only a few cases. These latter
instnnces,however, vrere,ticient to reveal how such spillage
initintes fire.

PQEIAMIST

Because the poles located at the crash barrier ripped open
the fuel tanks and the adjacent ~“ skin vdile the airpkme
vms moving at take-off speed through the crash barrier, tihe-
first fuel to appear vms in mist form completely suspended
in the air. At this time, the fuel mist (dyed red) had the
appearance shown in fi=wes 9 (a) and (b). At the existing
high relative speed between fuel issuing from the tanks and
the nir streaming by, a signifiennt percentage of the fuel
droplets hnd a sutlicientlysmall size to be suspended in the
air for mnny seconds. These small fuel droplets could be
observed making up the less dense cloud rising above the
vring in the airplane wake (Qw. 9 (c) and (d)). The large
fuel droplets in the dense cloud remained suspended in the
highly turbulent air ndjacent to a jet of fuel issuirg from
the wing-tank rupture. As they moved to the rear, some of
these lnrge droplets were intercepted by the fuselage and
tail-nssembly surfaces and the remainder rained to the
ground (figs. 9 (e) and (f)). As the airplane slowed, the
average droplet size of the fuel particles hicreased until the
fuel appenred to pour in a solid stream fmm the wing-tank,
rupture when the airplane came to rest (figs. 9 (g) and (h)).

A &aracterMlc ground-vvetting pattern provided by the
fuel deposited in the wake of the airplane is shown in i+y.ue
10. The fuel trail deposited at the barrier is composed of.
two separate bands, one for each wing, vrhichtend to broaden
and iinally coalesce in the neighborhood of the airplane rest
point. When a taihvind blows, the ground-wetting pattern
extends forward of the wing leading e~ce. $n generrd, the
inertia of the fuel carries it forward of the airplane rest
point.

Timedurationof mistignitionhazard.-Fuel mistsin i=titible
concentrations seldom persist mound the airplane for more
thnn 17 seconds after the airplane comes to re.k The larger
mist dropleis rain to the ~ground,and the air-borne fuel drop-
leti are swept from the area by the wind. In pass@ from
the area of the crash, the fuel mist mny be blown over the
engine nacelles, and, during the &sit few seconds of this
period, the probability of mist ignition is significant. The
hnzardous period is short, because the lnst portion of the
fuel mist to pass over the airplane is diluted below the ig-
nitible limiL Even on calm days, the air drag@ by the
crashed airpkme in its sIide zdong the ~gyoundsweeps over
the airplane when it comes to res$ and brings with it some
of the fuii mist suspended in the airplane walm Fuel-mist
dispersal times taken ‘horn motion pictures of the crash are
plotted in fiege 11 ns a function of the mind speed. The
dispersal time decreas~ inversely with the wind speed in the
expected mnnner. Because of the large error inherent in
making a visual estimate of the persistence time of the fuel
mist in the neighborhood of the airplnne, indicated by the
scatter of the data of figure 1~ it was not possible to evalunte
the effect of fuel volatility on this persistence time. Fuel

.

Average wind speed, mph

FIOUEE I.l+EfPect of wind velod@ on time after airplane stow that
fuel mist remnins mound crashed nirplnne. ,.
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vapors associated with the mist will move with the wind ap-
proximately as the smaller mist droplets and may have a
persistemmtime a few seconds greatm than the bulk mist.

Dispersionand ignition of fuel mists.-A first clue to the im-
portance of the dynamics of the ‘dispersion of the fuel mis%.
in the i=tition of the fuel mm obtained eakly in the full-scale
crash-fire studies when it was observed that ‘this mist can
propagate in a spamvise direction $rom the point of spillage
on the wing and reach i=guitionsources located in and around
the nacelle. This spamvise fuel propagation represents a
displacement of the fuel droplets approximately perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the relative wind over the mov@
crashed airplane. It vrasalso observed that, when the point
of fuel spillaa% vms located spamvise from the ignition
source, fuel ignition occurred after the airplane slowed appre-
ciably from its high speed at the crash barrier. A typical
instance of this effect is illustrated in fi=ge 12, in -which is
shown a series of pictures taken in sequence as the crashed
airplane slid from the crash barrier to its rest point. Each
photograph of the seriesshovrsan exhaust flame issuing from
the enajue tail pipe located 5 feet spamvise from the point of
fuel spillabmon the wing. Ignition of the fuel mist at the
enatie tail pipe occurred, however, when the airplane slowed
from. its initial speed of 13’7feet per second at the crash bar-
rier to 10 feet per second, the speed at which the photoemaph
of figure 12 (d) was taken. (The light that appears on top
of the pilot’s compartment (fig. 12 (c)) is a timin~ light
that is part of the airplane crash instrumentation.)

A study of the spmmvisefuel spread conducted with taxi-
ing airplanes and simulated fuel spillage (iig. 13) showed
the following mechanism of fuel dispersion: When the lead-
ing edge of a fuel tank ikbreached on a decelerating airplane,
the momentum of the fuel in the tank provides a forward
surge of the fuel as a solid stream from the tank opening.

(b)

(a) M’gh speed and low deceleration.
(b) Law speed and high deceleration.

Fmuan I&-Schematic diagram showing efTect of deceleration and
airplane speed on spanwise profigation of fuel mist emerging from
ruptured fuel tank.

Impact with the air spreads the stream to give a spamvise
velocity component to the fuel particles somewhat a-swould
occur if the solid strewn of fuel were to splash against a
wall set normal to the original fuel-jet direction. The for-
ward velocity of the fuel particles is reduced when the span-
tise veloci~ component is acquired, and the advancing air-
plarie intercepts the spreading fuel misL If the nirplane
moves slovrly, the fuel has an appreciable time to sprencl
spantise before interception and can extend to the mmelle.

Likewise, high decelerations will produce high-velocity fuel
jets that extend Well ahead of the airplane and acquire high
spanvrise velocities. The combination of reduced airplane
speed and high deceleration represents the critical condition
of airplane motidn with respect to fuel ignition by a source
removed from the zone of fuel spillnge.

A fu@nist pattern obtained when the airplane ilecelera-
tion is low and the speed is high -ivouldhave the small apes
an@i and consequent low spmnvise extension at the leading
edge of the wing shown in figure 14 (a). In contrast, the
mist pattern associated with high deceleration and reduced
airplane speed (Qm.14 (b)) shows a tide apex angle find
appreciable spantise spread along the wing lending edge,

Wetting patterns (@ 15) obtained with the simulated
fuel spillage during the airplane tnxiing studies shor these
effects clearly for four combinations of mirplwnespeed nnd
deceleration. The. fqel vms replaced by dyed mu%r thal is-
sued frgrn the @g gt the location indicated in the figures.
In figure 15 (a), the wetting patterns on the underside of
the wing obtained with a fuel-jet velocity corresponding to
a sustained deceleration of approximately 2.6g are less ex-
tensive spnntise than thosb obtained in the cnse of the &4g
deceleration shown in figure 16 (b). In both figures, the
wetting pattern is broader for the lower airphme speed. In
the high-deceleration caW the fuel mist had a formuil es-
tension imfiicientto -wetthe propeller blades and cowl inlet.
Because the fuel droplets in the mist are air-borne, o relative
wind h’aving a spanwise component from the wing tip to the

Airplane speed,

- 0

A!!phlle speed,
mph mph

m 55.7 9 58,6
24.3 m 34.4

L I

Relat.he wind

1

(a)

1

Relative wind I

\

(b)

(n) Deceleration, 2.5. (b) D&lerntion, 6.4
Fmwan 15.—V7efflng pattern obtained with &ulated fuel splllnge

during airplane taxiing tests.
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(n) FIrat exhaust flame and spread of fuel mist: 1.1
Seeonds nfter InitIrd impact. Alrplnne spee~ approxi-
mately 103 feet per second.

(b) Secend exhaust flame and spread of fuel mist; LO
seconde nfter initlnl impacti Alrplrme spe@ rtpproxi-
nmtely 70 feet per second.

(c) Third exhaust flame and sprend of fuel rnIst; 2.2
scconda after iuitlnl impacL Alrplaue speed, approxi-
mately 00 feet per second.

(d) Ignition of fuel mfst; 4.1 seconds after Inithl fm-
pacL Airplane spee@ approximately 10 feet per
second.

Figure 1.2.-Ignltion of fuel mist by exhaust flamea from eshaust outlet

Figure 13.—Tent setup cendncted with tnrilng alr-
planee for sinrulatlng spnnwlse spread of fuel mist
during nircraft crashes.
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(a). Front vtaw. (b) Side tiew.

Figure 16.—Exe.mple of extreme forward and sparmfae fuel mist development obtained
daring crash lrmohlng high airplane deeelemtlons. Airplane “speed, approximately 40
feet p-m seeond. (Fuel dyed red.)

(a) Fuel mist; 0.5 seeond after lnltial impack Airplane
speed, approximately 95 feet per swcmd.

(b) Oil vapors emerghtg from nacelles; 3.88 seconds
after initial tmpack AlrpIone speed, approxlmatel,y
3 feet per seeond.

(c) Fimt ofl fire ontslde of nacelle; 3.42 weonds after
initial inrpnti Airplane mee& 2 feet per second.

(d) Ignltfon of fuel mist by otl dre; 8.5 seconds nfteq
inltkd Impact. Alrplo.ne speed, O.

(e) Spread of fuel mist dre; 5.3 seconds after lrdtial
Impack

(f) Spread of fuel rnlirt tie; 6.6
lrapact.

eeconds after Mtla]

F&are l’i.-Role of oll 6yatem tn airemft craeh flree.
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nacelle, as in the case of fia~ 15, will shift the fuel mist
toward the nacelle and increase the likelihood of contact
with an igniter. If the relative wind were directly from
the fron~ the vretting pnttern vrould be approximately q-m-
metrical about n chordwise line through the fuel-spillage
point.

An example of an extreme forward development of the
fuel mist obtained during a crash involving high airplane
decelerations is shown in figure 16. The fuel mist extended

,

Exhaust-collector rim 1

‘v (a)

\

1 m
-

Oil ceder

Ruptured ail line-J” ~ ;

Oil spillage-J
(b)

(n) Nacelle configuration.
(b) Oil-line rupture and initial oil tire on exhaust-collector ring 19

seconds after initial impack

l’IGuaE 18.—Schematic drawing of C-40 airplane nacelle showing oil-
cooler location and oil-line rupture in crashes.

‘ 28 feet ahead of the wing and reached a height of 12 feet
hbove the top of the wing. Most of the wing span Wascov-
ered by the fuel mist.

In order to establish the difference in velocity between the
airplane and the tank fuel required for the fuel to project
nhead of the airplane, the airplamedeceleration must be sus-
tained for a time that varies inversely with the magnitude
of deceleration. In the case shown in fi=me 16, 0.3 second
after the fuselage nose struck the ground, which represents
the onset of high deceleration, fuel appeared at the lead@
edge of the wing with an initial veloci@ of approximately
30 feet per second vrith respect to the airplane w@. One
second later the fuel achieved an extension of 28 feet ahead
of the wing. In the high-deceleration phase following
impact of the nose: the wing reached a momentary peak
deceleration of 20g.

The volume of fuel mist generated with a given rata of
fuel ,spillage is ~geater for a high-vvinged airplane like the
C-82 than for a low-winged airplane like the C+t6. This
difference results from the fact that the fuel issuing from
the tank of k low-winged airplane, the wings of which are
close to the ground in a eras@ is intercepted by the ground
before appreciable atomization of the fuel occurs (fig. 17
(a) ). The fuel sweeps for-ward of the wing leading edge,
fans out on the ground, and attains a significant spamvise
extension in liquid form (fig. 17 (b)). Slightly above this
liquid spillage is an associated fuel mist generated by the
splashing fuel in the relative wind.

The ignition of the fuel distributed in this manner by .an
oil fie in the nacdle forward of the wing leading edge is
illustrated in figure 17. !I%e nacelle installation of the air-
plane used in this crash (fig. 18 (a)) shows an oil cooler
located at the bottom of the nacelle directly behind the
mhaust-coIlector ring. Shortly after the airplame passed
through the poles at the crash barrier, the fuel spilling from
the wing tanks had the pattern shown in @gure 17 (a), which
is associated with the low airplane deceleration and high air-
plane speed sketched in fi.wre 14 (a). When the airplane
nacelles struck the ground, the oil coolers vverebroken a-way
from the oil lines and oil poured on the exhaust-collector
ring (fig. 18 (b) ). The airpl:~ne decelemtions resulting
from the friction and plowing of the airplane structure along
the ground provided a fuel-mist pattern whose apex led the
wing leading edge, as shown in fi=me 17 (b), in contrast to
the fuel-spillage pattern at the crash barrier, which was well
behind the wing leading edge (fig. 17 (a)). At 1.9 seconds
after impact at the barrier, the airplane instrumentation in-
dicated a small oil tie at the base of the exhausticollector
ring (fig. 18 (b)). Visible in the photoagaph taken shortly
after this time (fig. 17 (b)) are dense clouds of condensed
oil vapor issuing from the nacelle. The spilling fuel can be
seen pouri~gg forward of the leading edge of the W@ in
contrast to its earlier position under the wing at higher air-
plane speeds, m shown in figge 17 (a). In fibge 17 (b)
fuel mist and condensed oil vapor merge to forma continuous
combustible atmosphere at the reduced airplane speed of 3
feet per second. As the airplane slovred, the fuel pattern
increased its f omvard extension (&v. 17 (c)) until, just be-
fore the airplane cameto rest, the fuel extended to the nacelle.
Propagation of the oil fire through the d- condensed oil-
vapor. cloud issuing from the nacelle provided the fuel i=ti-
tion close to the nacelle shown in figge 17 (d). The fuel
mist and condensed oil vapor suspended in the air around
the airplane -weremade visible to the camera by the flame that
traveled through them (figs. 17 (e) and (f)).

Signi.iitice of fuel volatility in crashes involving fuel-mist
ignitiom-Jn crashes in which ignition of dense gasoline mist
by a potent ignition source is involved, the full-scale crash
studies indicated that the substitution of fuel of low volatility
for gasoline does not prevent a iire. In fi=ge 19 (a) is shown
the iegyition of the dense low-volatility fuel mist by an ex-
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haust flame. In accordance with the mechanism of fuel-mist

dispersal previously -described, this ignition took place 2.0
seconds after the airplane crashed at the barrier and slowed
to 98 feet per second from its crash speed of 150 feet per
second.

.

A similar fire from fuel-mist ignition by exhaust flames
occurred on the right side of the same airplane, as sho~
in iigure 19 (b). The fire burnhqg on the left side of the
airplane (fig. 19 (a)), set 1.5 seconds earlier, is also visible.
A second crash in ~hich the low-volatility fuel was employed
provided a fuel-mist iggtion at reduced airplane speed under
similar circumstances on the right side of the airplane (@.
19 (c)). Exhaust flames did not appear on the right engine
nacelle in this crash, and fuel iguition did not take place+

Ground stndies of name propag&on through fuel mist-k
order to obtain an appreciation of the circumstances under
which fuels of low volatility@ provide a margin of safety
over gasoline vrhen dispersed as a mist, ground studies on
the ignition and propagation of fla.ds through mists of fuel
with Reid vapor pressures ranginggfrom 0.1 to 20 pounds
per square inch were conducted with the multiple fuel-
nozzle rig shown in operation in figure 20 (a). Since the de-
tailsare diiiicult to dMerentiate in figure 20 as reproduced
in color, black and white copies of the &g in vrhich tho
details are indicated are also shown. The plume of fuel mist
is-sing upward from the nozzle rig vras laid in a horizontal
direction by the mind. When an i=guitor,aburning kerosene-
soaked rope, moved through the fuel mist toward the nozzl~
rig, the first evidence of i=gition of the mist was indicated
by short tongms of flames extending into the mist down-
wind of the iguitor (fig. ~ (a)). For fuels having a vapor
presmre equal to or less than gasoline, this first appearance
of mist ignition occurred in portions of the mist that ap-
peared quite dens%the air temperature being approximately
68° F. As the i=gnitorwas brought into the denser mist
closer to the nozzle rig, the flamespropagated as a continuous
sheet downwind from the iatitor through the mist (fig. 20
(b) ). In further displacement of the igniter tovmrd the
nozzle rig, a point was reached at which the flame propa~@ed
upwind (fig. 20 (C)).

V7hen isopentane, having a Reid vapor pressure of 20
pounds per square inch, was employed as the fuel, the mist
evaporated a short distance downwind of the nozzle rig and
provided vapor plumes that were visible because of the asso-
ciated optical refraction effects. I=tition of the fuel took
place in the totally evaporated plume. In daylight the
flame front movhqg upwind through fuel vapor was visible
only as a colorless circular wave. Visible flame & ap-
peared when the colorless circular vrave propagated to the
tails of the fuel mist (& 20 (d)). The distance between
the iguitor and the flame shown in the figure represents the
displacement of the colorless -wavet~ough the fuel vapor.
The same effects probably would be obtained with”gasolhe
on very hot days.

Data on the maximum downwind distance from the nozzle

/.—-— .. .._. . . ----

(a) First ignition of mist of aviation gasoline.
(b) Prop@ation of flame downwind in mist of aviation gasoline.
(c) Propwation of flame uptid in mist of aviation gasoline.

“ (d) Ignition of isopentane.

Black-md+vhite prints of flgwre 20.

rig fiat an i@~r must bd placed for upwind propagation
of the flame through the fuel mist obtained in these studies
are plotted in fibwre22. These data cover the range of Reid
vapor pressures from 0.1 to 20 pounds per square inch, for
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(a) Ignition left nncellc+ test 7; 2.0 seronde after Jnltlal
impact. Airplane speed, approxhatcly 08 feet w
second.

(a) I?iret fgnJtJon of mJat of atitfon gasoline

(b) IgnltJon rJght nacdle, teet ‘i; 8.5 seeonde after initial
impact, Airplane speed, 50 feet per second

(c) Ignltlon left rmcelJe, teat 8; 1.0 eeconds after JnltJal
impact, Ah-plane epee* 74 feet per eeeond.

Flgnre 19.—Ignltfon of fuel mJst by exhaust flamea from
exhauet outJet. Low-volatility fueJ.

(d) Igrdtion of Jsopentane.

Ngare 20.-Qround studke of ignJtJon of fnel miet=

(b) Propamtion of dame downwJnd Jn rnJat of aviation
gnuoline.

(c) Propagation of flame upwind in tit of arJatJon
go.solhla

Ftgure 21.—SmaJJ danger dJstance of a~intion gaedh? Jn
Ilqtdd state in open afr.
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(a) Impact of POleE with IEIIWW Wh~; o.~ =ond
after initial lmpncL Airplane weed. 1~~ f-t P=
m2cmd.

(b) IgnMon on right &de of ahwlane; 0.00 eecond after
imthd impact Mrplane speed, 135 feet Per second.

(c) Shnultaneous lgnitlon of both sldeaof nirplane; 0.60 (d) Rapid development of sire; 1.8 aoermds after initial
second nfter lnltiel impact. Airplane 6PeeL 135 feet impati &@ane speed 96 feet w wend.
per eeeond-

.

175gnre24—Ignition of fnel%y landing llghts.
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0 5 10 15 20 25

Reid vopor pressure, lb/ sq ha

Fmmm U.—Maximum dish&e downwind from nozzle rig that flame
will propngate upwind as a function of fuel volatilim and wind
veloclty. Ambient-air temperature 68° F.

rm air temperature of 68° F, with a fuel-flow rate of 178
gallons per hour through 17 hollow-cone spray nozzles each
having tinominal rating of 10.5 gallons per hour. The data
of figure 22 show that, in a given crash involving ignition
of fuel mist, the maximum downwind distance the igniter
may be from the point of$uel spillage for the flame to propa-
gate upwind to the airplane through the mist varies directly
with fuel vapor pressure and inversely with wind speed.
The maximum downwind distance ,fcom the fmil mums at
which upwind flame propagation will occur foi gasoline
mists (7 lb/eq in. Reid vapor pressure) decreases from 8 to
5 feet when the wind speed is increased from 8 to 18 miles
per hour. At a wind speed of approximately 16 miles per
hour, a change from gasoline to isopentane (20 lb/sq in. Reid
vapor pressure) raises this maximum flame propagation
distance from 5 to 14 feet. Because the distanceg given on
figure 22 are u function of the rate of flow of the fuel gen-
erating the m@ magnitudes shown are of limited sia@fi-
cnnce. The relative magnitudes given are important, how-
ever. These data are consistent with those obtained by the
Texas Company in u comparable study (ref. 18), in which
the fuel mists were generated by dropping fuel-filled bottles
on a concrete platform exposed to a known -yind,. The pre9-
ence of the crashed airplane and its debris can modify these
resultsmaterially by providing wind-protected zones having
lower wind speeds than those prevailing generally. The
likelihood of upwind flamepropagation through the fuel mist
nlong these wind-protected zones is increased over that which
would exist in an unobstructed wind.

These data show some advantage for fuels of low volatility
under the special circumstances when the i~gnitionsource lies
downwind of the fuel source producing the mist and upwind
flame propagation through the mist is required to spread the
fire. In the absence of statistics on the probability of the
nppertranceof these circumstances in a crash, it is di.ilicult
to evaluate the margin of safety provided by fuels of low
volatility when large fuel mists are generated.

LIQUID-FUEL SPILIAGE

The probability of obtain@ combustible concentrations of
fuel vapor and air from fuel spilled as liquid depends to a
large degree on the local air ventilation around this spillnge.
Because of the low ventilation rate in &e enclosed cavities of

the airplane, such as tie wings, large volumes of combustible

concentrations of fuel vapor can accumulate from relatively
little spillage. In zones such as the nacelle and landirsg-

wheel -well of a crashe~ airplane at rest, moderate ventilation

rates exist. Relatively large fuel spillage, with evaporation
taking place from extensive vretted surfac~ is required for
combustible concentration to be realized in these zones.
Vapors from liquid-fuel spillage on the ground exposed to
the wind are subject to a high rate of air dilution, and com-
bustible concentrations of vapor appear close to the liquid
fuel only.

Externalfuel spillage.-Of the three types of liquid spillnge
just considered, only the ignition hazard associated with
spillage on the ground exposed to the wind has been inv@i-
gated in some detail at this time. Gasoline spilled in
open air as liquid on warm ground or paved runways loses
its more volatile constituents quite readily; the heat of
evaporation is provided in large part by conduction from’ the
unevapora~d fuel and the fuel-wetted surfaces. l?ollowing
the loss of the most volatile constituents and the a~ociated
temperature drop of the wetted surfaces, the fuel evaporation
rate dedin~ rapidly. The heat of vaporization is no-ivpro-
vided primarily by convective heat transfer between the am-
bient air and the cool fuel. Exploration of the atmosphere
by a combustible-vapor detector downwind of a pool of avia-
tion gasoline arranged ti,pans measuring 16 feet long by 4
feet wide with the long dimension in the wind direction
showed that the masimum horizontal downwind distance
from thd fuel at which ignition was possible ,vms approxi-
mately 2 feet when the fuel was freshly exposed to a 3-mile-
per-hour wind on a 70° F day. This danger distnnce de-
clined to les than 6 inches after the fuel was exp&ed for
several minut&. The downwind-air strata in which com-
bustible fuel concentrations existed seldom attained a height
of 6 inch~ above the fuel level of the ground-supported pans.
This horizontal and vertical hazard distance decreasedmark-
edly with increasing wind velocities. In a %nile-per-hour
wind a flame must be placed within 2 inches of the surface
of the fuel at the downwind lip of the fuel pans in order to
iagnitethe fuel. A photograph of the ignition of the fuel
under these circumstances is given in figure 21, in vrhich
is shown the proximity of a cable-supported piece of burning
masts to the dom-nvind edge of the pool of gasoline required
for gasoline ignition on a 70° F day. The pool of gasoline
used in these studies is comparable in dimensions to those
observed around the nacelles of airplanes crashed in this re-
search. These resuh%on the marked reduction in i=gtion
danger distance with increasing wind veloci~ are consistent
wit~ those obtained elsewhere -with prevaporized fuel re~
leased to the wind through single pipes.

The small danger distances around liquid gasoline e@-
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ages in open air are due, in pa% to the fact that gasoline has
a heat of vaporization of approximately 140 Btu per ponm$
vrhereasthe air which supplk this heat of vaporization by
convective bent transfer has a specilic heat of approximately
0.24 Btu per pound per oF. The same air flow that provides
the heat of vaporization also serves to dilute the evolved fuel

I
I ,. r--” “ /’-7” , /’

(n) Pans of gasoline upwind of cowl inlet.
(b) Pans of gasoline upwind of cowl outlet.

(c) Ignition of gwwltne by friction spark from steel propeller blade
benrlng on concrete paving.

Wndiefj of ~tibn hazard from liquid gasoline spilledFIWllE $?3.-,
mljment to nacelle.

vapors. Because of the large ratio of bent of vaporization o;
~gsoline to the speciiic heat of ntij n reduction in tempern-
tnre of about 15° F is required of the nir moving over the
fuel surface to transfer enough heat to the fuel to evolve

‘ the mnss of vapor necessary to bring the resulting air-fuel
mix to the lovrer combustible limit. (lily the nir layer mov-
ing within a few inches of the fuel surface till undergo Suoh
a temperature drop in the short transit distnnce over the
fuel. The combustible concentrations of vapola will be
within this air layer of small vertical extent. Air dilution
by mixing with adjacent air flow reduces the vapor concen-
tration in this vapor-benring lnyer shortly clo~vnwinclof the
pool of gasolina

The short ignition hazard distance obtninecl in this work
for liquid pools of gasoline exposed to unobstructed winds
above 3 miles per hour, which exist more thnn 9tipercent of
the time in most of the United States, inclicntesn small like-
lihood of ignition of vnpors convected by the mirfrom them
pools to an ignition source. Even vrhen the gasoline pools
vrerearranged at the engine COW1lips and COW1flaps rtsshown
in fi=wres Xl (a) and (b), respectively, “mind-borne vapors
from the ~~soline in combustible concentration did not ex-
tend into the nacelle for a mdlicientdistance to be considered
hazardous.

When the gasoline is spilled in tall grass and similnr vege-
tation, the gasoline-wetted leaf sm+nces incrense the surfnce
area from which fuel vaporization occurs, Protection of
the vapors from nir dilution by mixing is also provided,
The ignition hnzard distance, vertical and horizontal, is con-
siderably longer than thnt which results from gnsoline spill-
aa~ on bare ~gound or pnvement.

In zones mound the cmshcd nirp]nne tllnt nre well pro-
tected from the wind, vnpor nccumulntion is possible. In
the absence of signiflcnnt,heat transfer by forced convection
from the wind, heat flovr by conduction through the ground
and the metal structure of the nirplnne nnclby mdintion from
the surroundings governs the fuel vaporization rute, Because
vapor nccumulntion is po~ble, zones of combustible concen-
trations can develop viith time, the nmgnituile of which is
governed by air temperature, fuel volatility, the geometry
of the airplane vi-recknge,and its orientation to the wind.
Likewise, when .spillage occurs on the ground in still air, the
fuel vapors form ns n lnyer ndjncent to the ground by virtue
of the high densi@ of fuel vapor with respect to air. This
fuel-vapor lnyer flows by grnvity nnd mny ncqnire consider-
able horizontal extent compnred with the dimensions of the
liquid pool from Which thi vapors nre generated. Ignition
of this vapor requires nn iagon source plncecl close to the
ground. Burning oil -mpors or droplets dripping from the
engine exhnust system, broken elements of the hot exlmust
system falling to the ground, or sparks genermtedby the
abrasion of mnguesium nnd steel airplnne pints on stony
ground or concrete pnving m%yprovicle the iatition in this
instance. Ignition of fuel by friction spnrks on w pnved
concretn slide path specinlly constructed for this study is
shown in’figure 23 (c). A portion of a steel propeller blncle

.
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mountecl on the fuselnge to bear with pressures in exces of
100 pounds per square inch on the concrete paving provided
the sparks thnt produced the ibtition of the gasoline at the
fuselage-ground contmct line (fig. 23 (c)). Most ignition
sources in airplnne crashes involving moderate structural
dnmage will lie nbom this fuel-vapor layer, however.

Internal fuel spillage.-In a crash, the fuel spilled within
the wings of airplnne9 of conventiomd configurations is
exposed to ignition sources belonging primnrily to the elec-
trical system. Typicnl components carried on, or within,

I

r- Domoged kmding light ,

K-1
(f) -

(e) Landing-light damnga
~) HoleE left in landing-light reflectors by filaments pulled into wing

during crash.

EIGUBZ~~.—concluded. Ignition of fuel by landing lights.

the wing requiring electrical wiring include wing-tip lights,
hmding lights, fuel pumps, and fuel-system solenoid valves.
Ibtition of fuel spilled in the W@ by the electrical system
wns observed in one crnsh in vrhich the poles nt the crash
barrier were set to smnsh the operating lnnding lights lo-
cnted in the lending edge of the wing nnd to drive them into
the wing where the fuel tnnks were nlso breached (fig. 24
(a) ). The landing light on the left wing was struck
squarely by the pole at the barrier to damage the light in
n manner equivalent to thnt shown in fi.gyre 24 (e). The
pole struck close to the lnnd.ipgglight on the right wing.

When such close strikesare obtained, the landing-light mount
is wriously distorted nnd the iihiments me pulled into the
wing by the heavy electric cable serving these lights. The
holes made in the landing-light reflector by the vvithihmming
filnmentsme shown in fi=g.me24 (f). The exposed hot lamp

‘Ekunent ignited the fuel spilled tithin the wing within 0.35
second nfter impact with the pole bnrrier. The resulting
fire M it first nppemed issuing from the wing is shown “m
figure 24 (b). Because of the proximitj of the ignition
source to the fuel spillage, i=tition occurred immediately
on exposure of the fuel at an ni.rplnnespeed of approximately
92 miles per hour. The flnme in figure 24 (b) appenred on
the outside of the wing befoie the nirplane had moved its
om length from the bnrrier. A front vievr of the airplane
(&@.24 (c)), tnken nt the’same time, shows a stiar tie on
the left airplnne wing produced under the same circum-
stances. Propagation of the fire into the fuel mist mso-
ciated tith the fuel spillage from the moving airphme pro-
vided the high rate of fire development indicated in fi=gme
24 (d), which shovrsthe nirplnne tie 1.S seconds nfter ibgni-
tion. The flame-holding nction of the airplnne elements,
such as the damaged wings contao bun@ fuel, allows

-high nkpeeds in the combustion zones without flnme blom-
out, as is consistent with jet-enatie combustion experience
Wheresimilar circumstance-suis~

When the fuel spilled viithin the wing forms n continuous
wetted pnth to an outside iatitor, the resnltimg tire moves
along the path to the fuel source. Clmnnels for the distri-
bution of the fuel vrithik the wing mny de~elop in the crash
or be mpnrt of the normal mirplnneconfiagmntion. The hot-
nir cluct, for example, lying nlong the lending edge of the
winbgsfor protection a5@nst icing, mny serye ns a fuel dis-
tribution channel directing fuel spilled in n crnsh to n com-
bustion heater or exhaust-gas bent enchnnger thnt normally
provides the hot air for icing protection. An illustration
of this mode of fuel conduction to an i=tition source vrns
provided in the crnsh depicted in fi=mre 25. The pnssnge
of the pole at the crnsh bnrrier through the leading edge of
the mfig in fi=gure25 (a) bent the skin to-mud the interior
of the vring. Pnrt of the fuel sur=tig forvmrd out of the
wing rent was deflected into the lending-edge hot-air duct
by the scoops formed by the deforme~ wing skin, ns indicnted
schematically in figure 25 (b). Becnuse of the wing tilhe-
dral, the fuel flovred by gravity toward the heat exclmnger
located on the engine exhaust tnil pipe slightly forvrnrd and
below the wing, vrhich supplies hot nir for-the icing-protec-
tion system. The fuel flovred through the clemnnce between
the duct wall nnd the hot-air-flovr control flnp in the nenrly
closed position and onto the heat exchnn=~r, I=gtion oc-
curred at the heat exchanger, rind’the flame propnagntedback
to the wing to produce the wing explosion shown in figure
25 (c).

The wing also serves as u chnnnel for conducting wing-
spilled fuel .to adjscent airplane components. In the air-
craft of the general conii=a~tion of the C-W, these adjncent
components nreusunlly the wheel vrellnnd the engine nacelle.
A photo~aph of the distribution of fuel throughout the.
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.
(a)

(a) Ruptare of wing produced-by pole barriers.
(b) Schematic diagram of hot-air anti-iciag system showing p&.h of

liquid fuel flowing from wing tanks to heat exchangers.

Fmmw 26.-Mechanism of ignition of liqaid fael flo%g through
hot-air lldi-iChlg duck

vrheelwell of a crashed airplane is shown in iigure 26 (a).
This red-dyed fuel, released directly from damiged wing
tanks, flowed to”the wheel well through the internal whg
structure. Because the wheel well contains elements of tha
electrical system, i=gtion of fuel from this source is probable
when the fuel systemis disrupted in a Lrasli Also of interest
is “thefuel that coursed down the lariibg-gear strut (fig. 26
(b) ). This fuel, in conjunction with overheated wheel
brakes, poses the possibility of fire initiation not observable
in this crash study because brake application was not
employed.

Wetting conduction-In addition to the trough-flow of
liquid fuel. through internal channels of the airplane, fuel in
rivulets and sheets does flow by gravity along the under side
of airplane surfaces inclined to the horizontal. .This type
of flow is called ‘twet@m conduction” to distinguish it from
the other forms of fuel flow.

Wetting conduction of fuel occ~ for example, when.
some of the fuel spilled within the ~~ seepsthrough rivited
seamsof metalplates f ormirqgthe skin and clings to the under

side of the wing. While some of this fuel drips to the
ground, “an appreciable portion wets qnd adheres to the
under side of the wing and flows by gravi~. If the wing
slopes from the point of fuel-tank spillage toward the air-
pl&e nacelle because of the wing dihedml or the attitude
imposed by- the crmh, an appreciable fuel flow is directed
to-ward the nacelle, where many of the i=gnitionsources me
located. In iigure 27 is shown a typical wetting-conduction
trail marked by dye contained in the fuel carried by an air-
plane that did not burn in crash. The continuous fuel-flow
path from -the area around the breach in the wing to the
wheel-well doors is evident. The dye trail left by the fuel
flowing along the airplane skin directly above and behind
the exhahst tail pipe is obscured by the dark paint on this
portion of the airplane. The likelihood of ignition of this
fuel by an exhaust flame is evident. Such ignition was not
observed in the limited number of crashes conducted in this.
program, perhaps because every appearance of exhaust flames
that occurred several seconds after crash involved ignition
of the ftlel mist.

Spreading of the fuel by wetting conduction proceeds&t a
relatively slow rata In crashes in which fuel mists do not
appear but fuel tank rupture does occur by Inertia loading
of the fael on the tank walls during the crash deceleration,
vretting conduction may -well represent the mechanism by
which the fuel reaches the ignition source at the ~nncelle,
Under such circumstances, the ignition that may occur will
probably take place several seconds after the airplane comes
to rest, the delay involved representing the time for the rela-
tively S1OWmovement of the fuel by wetting conduction.
While the airplane is in motion, likewise, the air flow mound
the wing -mill imposa a chordtise. motion on the fuel and
direct it tq the relatively safe zones at the wing trailing edge
if the airplane is movi~~ now foremost, When the airpluno
comes to r~ a taihvind would promote the formrd move-
ment of the fuel toward the nacelle.

The sameprocess of wetting conduction takesplnce within
the nacelle and the wheel well by fuel lost from the ruptured
fnel lines oz other fuel-system components, or by fuel flow-
ing through the airplane channels from spillage at remote
lecations. Fuel flowing by gravity into the nacelle, from o
source of small Sizej can achieve appreciable .qyeud by the
combined process of wetting and dripping from one struc-
tural or enetie component to another. In this way, the
likelihood of contact -with an iatition source is enhanced.
Suitable photographs of this form of fuel spread in the
nacelle are unavailable, but the process involved is evident
from the spotty, yet widely distribute% fuel wetting shown
in the vvheelwell of a crashed airplane in figure 26 (a) ~

When wetting conduction or fuel flow through structural
channels is responsible for piolonged contact between an
igniter and the fuel in liquid form, so that appreciable quan-
tities of vapors are generated, the use of fuels of low vola-
tility would not materially reduce the likelihood of fire.
But, mhen vaporization of the fuel across an air gap is re-
quired for -the fuel to reach an igniter, low-volatility fuels
provide a real advantage.

.’
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(c) Ebcploaion of wtng folloTvhIg ignltlon of gaeolfni flow-
lng through anti-icfng duct; 1S aeconda eftw initial
impact; 0.6 eecond nfter igmltion.

Figure 26.—Conclnded. hIeehanfsro of ignition of liquld fuel flowlng through hot-nlr
antt-icing duck

Fuel trace

(a) Wheel well. (1)) Landing gem simut

Figure 26.—Dlstrtbntton of fuel throughout wheel well and on landlag genr strut flom
wfng.tank spilled fuel. (Fuel dyed red. )

Figure 27.—W’ettlng conduction trail of fuel on under etde
of airplane wing. (Fuel dyed red.)
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(a) Fire IS seconds after Initial impacL Alrrdnne speed,
42 feet per wcond.

(b) Fire 7.4 s?cends after initial tmpncL Airplane
Soeed. o.

(c) F1re7.7seconds nfterinltinltmpncL

F@rc 29.—Extension of fire from nacelle to fuel spilled from wtng tanks.

(a) Ignition of induction system rapor-air mtxtnre; 0.13
second after lntttal lmpnck .&trpInnespeed, 115 feet per
second.

(b) Ignition of engine fnel from broken main fuel he in
nacelle: 0.29 second after tnlttrd impnct. Alrrdnne
speed, 111 feet per second.

(c) Ignttton of fuel mist from fuel tnnks sptllage; 0.71 (d) Sme=adof fire tn fuel mist; 1.2 wconds nfter inltlrd
second nfter tnlttnl lmpacL Atrplmne speedj 102 feet tnrpact. Airplane speed, S0 feet per swond.
per second.

Flgqre 30.—Spread of fire rcmdttng from ignltlon of wpor-alr mtxture in indnctton-eystern.
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Naoelle fuel spil.lage.-~en liquid-fuel spillage occurs
within the nacelle, there is a high probability of iaguitionby
a large mrie~ of ignition sources associated with the eq$ne
and the complex electrical installation in the engine acces-
sory section. & an example of the i=tition of fuel spilled
as liquid within the nacell~ it is instructive to follovv the
sequence of events leading to the ignition of this fuel by the
accessory-section electricrd ~stem in one cxash as revealed
by the crash instrumentation. The crash instrumentation
indicated rupture of the engine fuel line in the accessory
section upon crash impact tith the fuel booster pump at the
wing tanks operathg at normal speed. Vapor detectors in-
dicated combustible concentrations of fuel at the fuel-line
bulkhead fitting on the nacelle be wall 0.25 second after
crash impact. Location of this and other vapor detectors
and neighboring fire-detection thermocouples is indicated
in iigure 28 (a). At this tim~ 0.25 second after cr@ im-
pact, combustible vapors did not appear at any other loca-
tion” in the nacelle. Crash instrumentation indicated an
electric current surge in the generator-starter circuits st~
ing 0.50 second after crash impac~ which reached a peak
value of 80 amperes at 1 second after crash. The &% fire-
detection thermocouples to register were located immediately
above the electrical junction box located on the nacelle fire
wall (fig 2$ (b)), which is part of the generator-starter
system. This junction box, therefore, is taken to be the lo-
cation of a shor&circuit arc that provided &e fuel ignition.
Successive indications of the fire detectors showed that the
fim developed forward tiformly from the fire wall to the
exhaust-collector ring, and that the ~aust system was not
involved in the &st “fuel iggtion (figs. 28 (c) and (d)).
Extension of the iire from the nacelle to fuel spilling from-
the tanks as the airplane slovvedto rest is shown in the suc-
cession of photos-phs in figure 2!3.

FUEL-VAPOR SPILLAGE

In a crash, spillage of ‘fuel vapor premixed yith air in
combustible proportions may take place from the damaged
engine induction system When supercharging is employe~
release of the compressed fuel-air mixture is rapid. Bemuse
of the proximity of the hot exhaust-disposal system and the
electrical equipment in the accsory section of the engine
nacelle, ignition of this fuel-air mixture will most likely
occur within a few seconds after the en@ne induction sys-
tem is damaggd. If concurrent damage to the nacelle per-
mits a high ventilation rate thro~mh the engine accesory
section, ignition of the fuel-air mixture must occur imnm-

(a) Location of vapor and fire detectors in nacelk+ and combustible
vapor detected 0.25 second after initial irnpack

(b). Oambustible vapor and fke detected in nacelle 1 second after
initial impacL

(c) Fire in nacelle 2 seconds after initial impacL
(d) Fire in nacelle 8 seconds after initial impact.

FIaURS 2S.-M8clmnism of ignition by electrical a@em in accessory
section of airplane nacelk

(d) ,
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diately after spillage if it is to take place at all, because the
mixture will be rapidly diluted with air below the com-
bustible limit. Sinca the quantity of fuel contained within
the engine induction system at any time is only enough to
produce a fie equivalent to a severe backfr~ ignition of this
fuel is of little consequence. If, however, other spillage of
combustible occurs previous to this i=gnitio~then these com-
bustibles may be inflamed by the flush he of the engine
induction-qwtem fuel.

In the crash in which this mechanism of fuel ignition waa
observe& the airplane involved was equipped with steel-
bladed propellers. Iinpact of the propeller with the abub
ment of the crash barrier produced a rotational displacement
of the en=@nesu5cient to rip open the engine induction sys-
tem and the cylinder exhaust-stack connection to the exhau+
collector ring. The vapor-air mixture released from the an-
.@neinduction systemvvnsi=gnitedby plumes of exhaust flame
kaing from the open exhaust stack before the wing fuel
tanks were breached by the barrier poles (fig. 30 (a)). At
the same tim~ the crash instrumentation indicated a parting
of the engine fuel line in the naceIle produced by the engine
deflection. Fuel poured from this line with the fuel booster
pump at the tanks operat@ at normal speed. The fire of
the en=gineinduction-qstem fuel+r mixture ignited the
fuel spillage from the broken engine fuel line to produce the
fire shown 0.29 second after crash impact (@. 30 (b)). The
air flow around the engine spread the ilames into the nacelle
wake. The fuel mist _ from the ~~-tank rupture
imposed by the poles at the crash barrier was ignited behind
the wing, where the spread@ fuel mist intercepted the
flame extending rearward from the nacellq as shown in
fibme 30 (c). At this time the fire had not propagated tc-.
the fuel mist under the wing. The resulting ~~ iire 1.2
seconds after impact is shown in &ure 30 (d).

The engine induction-~stem fuel can be ignited from
within the engine by the ordinary backfire mechanism. H
the engine induction system is ruptured before the backfire,
occurs, the resulting flash may appear within the nacalle
cowl and play the same role in setting the crash he as the
induction-@em fuel played in the iire just described.
While no airplane iires occurred by this backlire iggtion of
the induction-@em fuel in the crashes conducted so far,
the distinct possibility of setting fires in this vm.yis shown
by the under-cowl induction-~stem tie shown in @ure 33.
The disarranged eqyine cowl in its displacement from its
normal position severed the engine cowl-inlet connection to
the carburetor and provided an opening through which the
engine induction-~stem fire appeared within the nacelle,
3.5 seconds after crash. In this instanc~ the fuel involved
was the low-volatility (8 mm Hg Reid vapor pressure) fuel.
The circumstance just described occurred in the crash dis-
cussed previously in conjunction with figure 19.

The -e induction-@mn fuel-air mixture that is spilled
when the complete engine assembly is torn free of the nacelle
in the crash was never observed to iggte in the three instances
in which this spillage occurred in -the full-scale crashes.

Two of these engines employed
Hg Reid vapor p&ure) ‘&d one used gasoline. The brief
cont+ct between the released fuel-air misture and the hot
exhaustqwtem metal (permitted by the tumbling engine and
the rapid fuel dilution rati with the surrounding air) is prob-
ably responsible for this result.

CRASH-FIREEXPEREtIENTSti ~lODIFIEDAIRCl?AJH’

After the same ignition sources were observed repeatedly
in the crashes conducted with the crash arrangements ac-
cepted as standard for the first phase of the full-scale crash
study, moiiitlcations in procedure were employed in an efforh
to discover other ignition sourc= and to observe how they
initiate fire. These modifications involved alterations to
the airplane and the crash barrier. The quantity of fuel
carried by the airplane remained unchnnged at 1050 gallons.

,Aviation-grade gasoline was used throughout this phase of
the program.

IGNJ3!ION-SOURCBINERTING

Since the iires obseived in the first phase of the full-scnle
crash-fire probgramwere set by ibtition sources that func-
tioned shortly after crash impact, it appeared probable that
these edy fires were masking other fie-setting mechanisms
that would appear later in the crash. In an effort to pre-
vent these early iires,therefore, the nacelle installation shown
schematically’ in fig-me 31 was employed to reduce the like-
lihood of tie by ignition sources revealed in previous nir-
plane crashw. .

The ignition-suppression installation consisted of four
main components all actuated as soon as possible ,after crash
impact. In order to prevent the generation of flames issu-
ing from the engine inlet, tail pipe, and other element9of a
crash-disrupt~d exhaust-+sposd system, a mlenoid-operrded
fuel shut-off valve was placed between the carburetor and
the fuel injector on the supercharger impeller. In addition,
a second element consisting of Q 3-pound charge of fire-
extinguisbing agent was arranged to discharge into the

n ~{ Extinguishing agent ‘

Fuel valve

u Exhaust Spl’+

FIrmm 31.—Schematlc itiagram of

‘-Elect ricol-system switch

ig-pition-source inertlng system.

,
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supercharger-impeller case with sdicient veloeity to provide
reascnmbly uniform mixing tith the engine induction-
system fuel. A ~2-pound-per-second discharge rat9 was em-
ployed, giving a total discharge time of 6 seconds This flre-
extinguishing agent served to inert the engine induction-
system fuel flowing through the engine that is present before
the fuel shut-off valve closes completely. It was desirable to
inject the extinguishing agent at the impeller housing rather
than at the carburetor, in order to reduce the time required
to transport the extin=~ishin.g agent from the injedion sta-
tion to the enagjnecylinders. -Experience with injeotion of
the extinguishing agent into the air flowing through the car-
buretor showed that the transport time involved was West
enough for undesirable exhaust flames to appear momen-
tarily at the exhaust tail pipe when the engine rotational
speed was reduced abruptly by propeller impact at the
bnrrier.

Electric i=tition sources were iivoided by cut-off switches
on the bnttery and generntor circuits. The engine ignition
wns allowed to remain operative on the thesis tha~ should
combustible mixtures of fuel and air be ingested by the en-
gine because of faulty operation of the fuel shut-off or fi+
extinguishing-agent system, then normal combustion could
take plnce in the cylinder. Otherwise, the fuel may pass

‘ into the exhaust system, there to i~gniteand produce an ~-
lmust flame. Because tbe landing lights remain hot enough,
to ignite gasoline for at least 0.75to 1.5 seconds tufterthe elec-

tric current is turned off, interruption of the electric current
by the cut-off mvkhes.did not represent a satisfactory control
of this ignition source. For this reason, the crashm under
this phase of the program were conducted with the landiqg
lights inoperative.

The fourth element of the i=gnition-suppressioninstalla-
tion was a system of water sprays distributed to give a simul-
taneous uniform coverage of the hot metal of the axhausti
disposal system and the associated tail-pipe heat exchanger.
The water spray served the twofold purpose of rapidly cool-
ing the hot metal to safe temperatures and providing, mean-
while, a protective blanket of steam generated on the hot
surfaces that inerts the adjacent atmosphere. Water was
the fluid selected for this purpose because of its high heat
of vaporization and low molecular weight. Relatively small
w-eights of water provided effective cooling and generated
laige volumes of inerting steam in the high-temperature
zones adjacent to the hot metal. A consideration of the heat
capacity of the hot metal of the exhaust-disposal system and
the heat exchanger and the temperature drop of 250° F re-
quired to reduce the metal tempyature from the maximum
temperature of 1200° F, at the moment of crash b the lowest
exhaust-@em surface temperature at which gasoline will
readily ignite (950° F) yields a water requirement per
nacelle of approximately % gallon for the C-62 airplane.
In order to provide a safe~ factor, 4 to 6 gallons of water
were employed for each nacelle. .

(a) schematic diagram of nacelle installation.

Fmuma W.—Water-spray system of i@tion-sonrce inerting system”
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In view of the 760° F minimum i-titioh tamperatnre of
lubricating oil measured on the hot–exhaust-co~ector ring
in these studies, some additional consideration of the tem-
perature to which the collector-rirqgmetal is to be cooled is in
order. A review of the squence of events in a crash with
the airplane equipped with water sprays leads to the follow-
ing assessment of the cooling specification: Immediately
following crash impact and in the subsequent motion of the
airplane’s slide to Kes$ contact between lubricnt@ oil and
any part of the hot exhaust-collector ring is quite Iikely.
Dur&u this time, water sprays are in operation, a portion of
the oil that may be in contact with the exhaust system evapo-
rates along with the water, and the remainder drips from
the exhaust system with some of the water. When the air-
plane comes to rest with engines and oil pumping stopped,
further contact betwecmthe exhaust system and oil occurs
-withthe oil flowing by gravity. Under ~gravityflow the con-
tact that does occur will most likely be confined to the lower
octant of the exhaust-disposal system. Water sprayed on
the exhaust system also &wins by gravity to the lower por-
tions of the exhanst-gstem elements and providw greater
cooling in these zones. In gener~ alI elements of the ex-
haust system considered individually experience .ye+tter
cooling on the lower portions for this reason. If the water
sprays are mxyintainedfor about 10 secon& after the airplane
comesto rest, those surfaces likely to be -ivettdby lubricating
oil flowing by gravity are cooled to safe temperatures. The
quantity of water carried in this system was more than ade-
quate tcrmeet the modest added water requirements for the
lower portions of the exhaust !@wn. In the installation
employed here, the water-spray nozzles were sized to give
a total spray tie of 20 to 30 seconds or a flow for 15 sec-
onds or more,after the airplane comes to rest. On the basis
of observations m:adein this study; departures from the mode
of oil contact mth the exhaust system described are con-
sidered to have a low probability of occnrrenca. unless a
large degree of distortion and displacement of the exhaust
system occurs in the crash.

The essentialelementsof the water-spray system are shown
schematically in figure 32 (a). The water, contained under
nitro.- presnre of approximately 400 ponds per square
inch, was distributed to all hot metal elements of the engine
exhaust system through the ~4-inch-dimeter manifold
shown in &gsyre32 (b). The spray nozzles and branch,Iines
terminating @ spray nozzles are required to provide nni-
form water coverage of the hot metal parts. In order to
provide rapid cooling of the hot m@, water was&o sprayed
into the interior of the exhaust system at six equally spaced
locatio~ one of which is visible in fi=gure32 (b) at the junc-
tion-of the tail pipe with the collector ring. The equivalent
water-spray installations for the exhaust-gas heat exchanger
are shown in figure 32 (Cj.The necwsity for providhg a
protective blanket of steam around the external “surfaces of
the hot metal, where contact with combustibles may occur,
while it cools to safe tempera-, fie9 the external appli-

1
I

,-
‘?

, ---Spray ring ml nozzles

-—

(c)

(b] Water-spray system for exhaust-collector ring,

(c) Water sjrays for exhanst heat exchanger.

Fzcrumz 3!?.-C!oneluded. Water-spray system of igrdt,lon-sourco lner

ing system.

cation of water as the primary requirement for this methc
of inerting. This external application is wasteful, howcw
because of the run-off of water in liquid form. By a prop[
split between internal and external utilization of wntc
some economy was obtained. Internal application provid
the added advantage that the water is totally contmim
within the exhaust system regdless of twisting and d$
placement.. Because water application had to begin as SO(
aspossible after crash impact+while the airspeed through t,
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(n) Engine cowl
lnltlnl impncL

disruption at barrier; 1.0 second after
AlrpIane spe@ 130 feet per aeeomi

Figure 33.—Delayed ignition
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(b) Indnctlon-system fnel
itial impact, Airplane

of inductlonastem fneL

ignition 3.3 seconds after in-
SP@ 50 feet per second.
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(n) Oil firebefore water spmye turned ou (b) 1.0 second after water spmn turned on OUtim

Figure 34.—Teats of water spmys of ignition-wnme lnertlng system.
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(a) Deformation of right engine nacelle L2 secends after
irdtfnl fropack Airplane cpee+z 60 feet per eecond.

(d) First indication of dre on right nacelle 8.8 seconds
after irdtlo.1 Iropati Alr@ene ape@ 15 feet per
eecond.

(e) li’lre development U aecondn nfter inlttal fmpact; 0.3
seeond after ignition. Akplme speed, 11 feet per
ammd.

Figure 3S.—3IeChLUIfSIDof fgnltjon by hot meti of ~ast coll~tor ~g.

(a) Bromochloromethme bnrnlng on on~de of hmt~ fi~ (b) Bromocbloromethme barning on indde of heated stack.

Flgnre. 39.—Bromo@dommefime bnrnlng after igrdtion by sectfon of exhaust st!iek ‘
heated to 1500” F.

,
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nacelle is high, the sprwy nozzles were placed close to the
hot metal to minimize water loss by air entrainment. The
reduced surface coveraamper nozzle occasioned by’ this prox-
imity of the nozzles to the hot surfaces was compensated
somewhat by arranging for the water to strike the surface
new glancing incidence so that it may fan out along the sur-
face. The water flow rate was adjusted to correspond
roughly to the rate at which the water is evaporated ini-
tially. Faster water flow rates increase the water waste by
liquid run-off.

Before any of the aircraft were committed to this part of
the program, the elementsconstituting the complete inertiqg
system were checked for their functional effectiveness and
for the time following crash impact that they can be expected
to operate. Fuel and electrical shut-off systems required
development to improve reliability and actuation speed.
Extinguishing-agent injection systems were engineered for
uniformity of distribution within the eqgine inlet manifold.
The effectiveness of the water-spray system was evaluated
in an operating engine nacelle by spraying oil on the in-
candescent exhaust-collector ring and, with the oil continu-
ing to flow, observing the action of the water spray in
quenching the resulting iire. The appearance of the oil fire
before the water spray was turned on is shown in @re
34 (a). One second after the water spray was applied, the
fire was extinguished as shown in figure 34 (b). Because
the water spray was effective in putting out an exist@g he,
it was considered safe to assume that it -would prevent igni-
tion in the first place. With a water-spray system that pro-
vided effective covemge of the hot metal, i=gnitionof gaso-
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Fmmm 36.—Temperrdmre-tfroe hfstory of hottwt portions of exhaust
system during crash test- Heat exchanger and exhaustwllector
ring writer-cooled and inerted.

line or oil did not occur when they were applied after the
water-spray system was in operation.

Tests with gasoline sprayed directly onto the exhaust heat
exchanger showed that the water spray did give protection “
against i@tion vvh~ proper water distribution was provided
with the nozzle arrangement shown in figure 32 (c). &
additional insurance, however, against i=tition of fuel by ~
conduction through the icing-protection system hot-air duct
to the exhaust-gas heat exchanger, a blind flange was in-
serted into the ducti

When the water spray was employed, the hottest areas of
the exhaust-collector ring, cooled in l!i?seconds from an ini-
tial tampemture of 1250° to 760° F, the lowest temperature
at which lubricating oil ignites on the external surfaces of
the exhaust &stem (~. 35). The exhaust-gas heat ex-
changer cooled to temperatures safe for gasoline in 30 sec-
onds. Contact between the hot areas of the heat exchanger
and the lubricating oil is highly unlikely, and rapid cooling
below 950° F is not required. The relatively stagnant at-
mosphere of steam within the heat exchanger continues to
protect this zone until the heat exchanger cools by radiation
and conduction to other portions of the airplane structure.

In the,crash, the inertirqgsystem was actuated .by a switch
carried on the guide-rail slipper fastened to the nose-wheel
strut, a photograph of which is shown in figure 36. A ply-
wood target (fig. 37) was placed across the rail at the crash
barrier to operate the switch after the propelks struck the
barrier abutments. To provide a margin of safety a=-
s-ivitohfailure, a second switch connected in parallel was
carried on the side of the airplane. The second plywood
target she= on the angle iron support in fi.me 37 served
this auxiliary switch

The time delay between operation of the inerting-~em
actuating switch and the inerting component was 0.06 eec-
ond for the extinguishhg-a~~t discharge, 0.34 second for
the fuel shut-off valv~ 0.10 second for the electrical-system
cut-off switch, and 0.19 second for full water-spray flow

# -%...’ ‘.. –-

‘“.kaii
.

——-.. .-=” -
.- .-Y... .> . g -&&---- ..-.?.

Fmwm t?6.-Inerting-system switch.
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Fmmw 37.—Inerting-system-switch target.

rate. These time delays are listed in table II. A compmi-
son can be made between these @e delays and the ediest
times following crash that fires were obtained with the -vari-
ous classes of iagnitionsourcas the inerting-@%rn compo-
nents were desibgpedto cover (table IX). This compmison
shows that in every case except on% the inerting-system
components came into operation before the corresponding
i=tition sources were observed to produce free. The excep-
tion was the full closirg of the fuel shut-off valve in 0.34
second with i=gnitionof the contents of the enbtie induction
system occurriqg within 0.1 second after crash impa~t. The.
tie-extinguishing agent attained full flow discharge in 0.06
second, however, and thus provided protection until the
fuel valve closed.

In the first crash conducted with airplanes equipped with
the inerting system“and the standard crash barrier, fire oc-
curred on both sides of ‘the airplane. The circumstanms
under which these fires took place merit consideration in
some detail. In this crash, the mater-spray distribution
manifold was supported from con-renient mounts available
on the eng&e. In the (X32 airplane employed in this phase
of the study, the exhaust-collector ring is supported from the
fire vmll. Upon impact at the crash barrier, the right en-
gine sepmmted from its upper mount and dropped to the
attitude shown in fi=qre 88 (a). As a resul~ the mater-spray
manifold was carried away from the eshaust-collector ring
afiixed to the fire vm.11. The crash instrumentation showed
that the fuel shut-off valve and electrical-~stem switch
of the inerting system functioned properly. ‘I’he fire-
extinguishing-agent bottle was stripped from the engine
with the carburetor assembly to which it was mounted.

Three-quarters of a second after crash impac~ the instru-
mentation showed the situation existing in the nacelle i.Uus-
trated diagrammatically in figure 38 (b), which depicts the
pertinent nacelle accessory-section layout and locatioif of
the fire nnd vapor detectors. At this time, the only
combustible mixture indicated was located close to the dam-
aged fuel strainer fastened to the face of the ii.re wall at

the base of the nacelle. Apparently most of the fuel lost
from the strainer ran down and out of the nacelle md left
only a local zone of combustible mixture. The fire-detection
thermocouples mounted, close to tie exhaust-collector ring
were normally vmrmed by rdiations from the collector ring.
These thermocouples indicwted a mnrkecl drop in the tem-
perature of the exhaust-collector ;ing from the 10 to 1.2
o’clock position% signifying that by chmce some of the
water spray vias directed nt this section of the ring and
provided local protection.

At 22?seconds after impact, the instrumentation indicntod
no change in the situation within the nacelle, A photograph

.

[ .“1 Vapor

- Ccalant

(b)

T’_’ t

.

I I I

~ Fire .
_ Coolant

(c) L/
(i)) Schematic diagram of nacelle showing location of coml.mstlbl~

vapor and coolant in nacelle 0.75 second after initial impack
(e) Schematic diagram of nacelle showing fire indicated by dotectorf

in nacelle 4.2 seconds after initial impacL –,

Fmmm 3S.-Meclmnism of ignition by hot metnl of exhaust-collector
ring.
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of the airplane at this time (fig. 38 (a)) moving at approxi-
mately 60 feet per second shows the marked forward develop-
ment of the fuel mist close to the ground tind the vertical
inclination of the engine and cowl. Some of the water
spraying uselessly from the damaged water manifold can be
seen”projecting vertically from the nacelle. At 3.8 seconds
after crash, the first evidence of fire appeared between the
19 rmd1 o’clock positions on the exhaust-collector ring. The
initinl flame that appeared at this position did not show in
the printed Qyn-e. In fiawe 38 (d) is shown tlmflame after
it propagated to,the 11 o’clock position.

At 4.2 seconds, fire-detector thermocouples fit registered
over the broad zone indicated in figure 38 (c). Failure of
the fire-detection thermocouple to rea@sterat the 1 o’clock
position on the exhaust-collector ring where the be first
appeared before 4.2 seconds is attributed to wett%~ by the

water ‘spray. Instrumentation that rewrded the actuation
times of the inerting-system components showed that they
functioned properly. Therefore, the unprotected exhaust-
collector ring is the most probable i=gnition sourc~ as is
consistent with the visual evidence. M&ation of the fuel
mist to the inboard side of the nacelle was required in order
for i=tition to occur, because the top of the outboard SQO-
ment of the exhaust-collector ring was under water-spray
protection. That the fuel mist did extend to the inboard
side of the nacelle is evidenced by the flame showing around
the nacelle on the inboard side in the photograph of fi=we
88 (e), taken immediately after iatition.

On the left side of this airplane, the engine remained in
place but fire was ignited by exhaust flames that were de-
scribed under the section on the mechanism of fuel-mist
development shov& in fi=me 12. The exhaust flames that

4WURW*:,

E’IGDEE 40.-Appeam@ce of airplanes following eraah without fire.
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were observed were provided by the burning of the i3.re-
extinguishing agent employed in the engine induction sys-
tem. The agent in this ‘case was bromocihloromethane
(CH,BrCl), kno= as CB. ‘This material decomposes ther-
mally at the temperatures of the engine exhaust+stem
metal, and some of the decomposition fragments released
will burn in air. Photographs of this agent burnhg on the
surface of a heated section of exhaust stack are shown in
figure 39. In normal application during he extin=gnish-
ment, enough CB is employed to provide an inerting at-

‘ mosphere around the decomposition products, and their ig-
nition does not occur. In a crash, unfortunately, there can
be no control of the quantity of extinguishing a=ymtpassing
through the engti~ because the displacement of the pistops
meters the extirgtishing agent tln’oughput accor~a to the
engine rotational speed and the current throttle setting of
the damaged en.ti~ neither of vdxich can be specified in a
crash. Althoug~ high concentrations of CB were provided
at the engine inlet of the crashed airplane, the quanti~,
passed through the engine m-assmall enough to atiow a ti-
cient residence time for the (3I3 in the l@h-temperature
environment of the exhaust-disposal system to decompose
thermally. Upon contact with the air at the tail-pipe exit,
the decomposition products i=tited to provide the series of
exhaust flamesshown in iigure M.

HaloCarbons involving bromine and fluorine, in which com-
plete substitution of hydrogen is obtained, would represent
satisfactory fire-extinguishing agents for engine inlet inert-
ing, because their decomposition products do not burn at
engine metal temperature. Compounds in this claw include
trifluorobromomethane CBrF~ and ditluorodibromometlwne
CBr,F,, which have recently become available in restricted
quantities.

After the iirst crash in this series.,the water-spray system
was mounted to remain with the exhaust-disposal system
should the engine be displaced, and carbon dioxide was em-
ployed at the engine inlet because it does not decompose
appreciably at engine exhaust temperatures. In the next sfi
crash% one ignition occurred by the movement ,of fuel
through the hot-air duct to the exhaust-gas heat exchanger,
as was described in the discussion of liquid-fuel spillnge,
This result called attention to the need for more cmeful
distribution of the water spray in the heat exchanger and
to the desirability of a safety gate in the hot-air duct, Aftel
coming to rest, the other five unburned crashed oirplnne:
carrying the inerting system appeared as shown in figure
40. The ody visible evidence of the presence ot
the inerting system wa$ the volume of water vapor issuing
from the nacelk On humid days, the condensed watnr
va’por persisted in the atmosphere long enough to have tht
‘appemance shown in some of the photographs. -

*,,.t

Fmma 42-Uraah area for Mgh-contackngle craah.
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(a) 0.8 semnd after Ialtlal impact.

(c) 1.7 secon~ after initial impact.
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(0) S.0 wonb after initial impack

(b) 1 second after initial impact.

(d) 2.8 seconds after initial impact

— . .

(f) 8.7 secon~ after initial impact.
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(g) 4-7 s-nti aftw irdtial impact.

Figure 41.-Ground-loop CKiih. (~~ dsed led-)
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F&ore 43.—Damage to forestrnctnre of nirplnne produced
by inrpnct with grormd 0.72 second after impact with
barrier in high-contact-ansle crash. Alrplnne speed, 100
&t per second.

(a) Wheel strut tn air before ignition 1..2 seconds nfter (b) Ignition of fuel mist 2.4 secondn after tnltlnl impact.
inltiaI lmpac~ Ah-plane sPee& 75 feet Pa s=md- Airplane speed, 24 feet per second.

(c) Sprend of flro 29 seconds after irdtlal lmpacL Air- (d) Spread of fire 8.9 seconds after irdtlal impact. Air-
plane speed, 15 feet per =nd- p]~e speed, O.

l?tgmm 44.-Igrdtlon of fuel mkt by ekctrostotic chari?e on. l~d~ g’= in h&h~n~ct-
.nngle crash. (Fuel dyed red.)
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GROUND LOOP ,,

After five crashes in which no fies were obtained and no
new ignition sources were observed, modifications to the
crash barrier were employed in an effort to reveal new mech-
anisms of crash-fire initiation. In one crash, a ground loop
was imposed on the crashed airplane by allowirg the right
wheel and left wing to pass through the crash barrier with-
out damage. (The abutment on the right side of the air-
plane and the poles on the left side were removed.) The
nirplane, with known ignition sources inerted as before,
ground-looped as desired, tnking on the successive attitudes
shown in figure 41. In executing the ground loop, the air-
plnne exposed the long nxis of the nacelle and fuselage to
the fuel mist generated nt the lending edge of the right wing
and incrensed the interception of the fuel by these airplane
members over thnt obtnined when gpouncl looping does not
occur. Displacement of the fuel mist toward the nacelle on
the right is promoted by the large spamvise component of
the relntive wind in the direction of the nacelle accompany-
ing the yawed attitude of the airplane in the ground-loop
mmneuver. hTonew ignition sources were revealed, however,
nnd fire did not occur.

EIGH-CONTACT-ANGLE CR&H

In order to determine vd~etheror not i=gnitionsources are
crenteclby the.mechanical rending of the aircraft structure
in a severe impnct, another crash was conducted in which
a 16° centact nngle between the airplnne and the ~wound
occurred. The ground beyond the crash barrier, on which
the nirplnne comes to rest, was sloped and hollowed to give
the desired nngle of contnct. A photograph of the crash aiea
nrrnnged for this crnsh is shown in figure 42. The crnsh
bnrrier was maintained in its standard coni@mation with
two nbutments nnd poles for the wing tanks on both sides of
the nirplnne. The known iatition sources were inerted in
the usunlmanner. The marked damage to the forestructure
of the nirplnne upon irnpnct with the ~~ound is evident in
figure 43, taken 0.72 second after impnct with the barrier.
Extensive covernge of the nirplnne with fuel occurred as
in figure 1P, which shows photographs of the fuel-mist de-
velopment experienced in this crash. ~Because of the
tin-mlag nssocinted with the movement of fuel out of the
tanks, the time of the maxtium forward surge of the fuel
follows the period of penk airplane deceleration by 1.1
seconds.

The fnct tlmt no iatition of the fuel occurred around the
.leforming structure indicates the absence of ignition sources
of sufficient duration to iatite the fuel in this instance.
Ignition sources covered by the inertirqg system were in-
nctive in spite of the severe nacelle damage sustained. As
he airplmne slowed to r- however, the left wheel strut
umbling through the air behind the nirplane (iig. 44 (a))
ignited the fuel in the airplane% wake when the strut ap-
proncbed the ground approximately 60 feet behind the left
wing (fig. 44 (b)). The fire moved through the fuel mist
md liquid fuel on the ground (fig. 44 (c)) toward the air-
plane, where ignition of the fuel in the wings exploded

both wings (Q 44 (d)). The flame-propagation rate
through the fuel mist around the airplane was determined
M ’75feet per second with a 30-foot-per-second tail wind, or
a net speed of 45 feet per second (fig. 45). This high rate
of flame propagation includes the veloci~ imposed on the
flame front by the expnnding burning mass of fuel and nir. ‘
The large column of fuel mist suspended in the air is evident
from the volume of he shown in figure 44 (d).

From inspection of the terrain in th&crnsh area and in-
spection of the wheel-strut assembly, it was concluded thnt
the ignition source was neither friction sparks nor compres-
sion i=tition of the hydraulic fluid in the wheel strut. How-
ever, investigation of the electrostatic char=mcollected on the
wheel-strut assembly by friction with the dust and the fuel
mist in the airplnne wake showed thnt the ignition in this

Fmmw 45.—Contonr of ilre propa=@ion through fuel fit after igni-
tion in high-contact-angle crash.

cnse was most likely produced by electrostatic discharge
from the strut to the ground. Studies were made with the
same wheel nnd strut, electrically insulated from the sup-
ports, as shovm in iigure 46. Air wns blown over the wheel
and strut assembly bj the blower ‘shofvn in the figyre, and
dust was metered into fie air stream. A dust flow rnte of
400 grams per second with an nirspeed of 45 miles per hour
past the strut generated 3900 voltsj sntlicient to produce
sparks capable of fuel iaguitionin less than 0.75 second (fig.
47). In the crash, the wheel and strut traveled through the
air at 43 miles per hour for 1 second, bounced on the rubber
tire, and then traveled through the air for another l-second
period at approximately the same speed.

In summnry, of all the iatition sources observed during
this investigation, 41 percent would have been eliminated
by induction-qwtkm inert@ and fuel shut-off; 41 percent
by inerting and ,cooling of the hot exhaust-~stem metal;
and 14 percent by de-energizing the electrical system. How-
ever, ‘if only part of the inerting-system components were
used, these percentages would chan~% materially, because
the combustible vvould move to the next available ignition
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FIGURE 48.-Test setup to determine rate of accnmalation of elec&stf@ charge on a lancling~ear straL.
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source. This fact is demonstrated in the case of the cm,
illustrated in figure 88. In this ease, the electrical syste
was de-energized, the induction system was inerted, and t
fuel to the engine was shut off. However, the exhaust coc
@! -m pfied away from the exhaust system and cl
not function. Under these circumstnncce, the fuel mu
spread until it contacted the hot exhaust system nnil ignite
Thus, caution must be used in ewduating the effectivene
of the inerting system when only portions of the system a
used. Undoubtedly, in some crash cirwrnstan&s benef
could be derived by the use of only parts of the inerti
system. .

FIRE DEVELOPMENT

The progress of the fie following ignition of the fuel 1
some aspects that are common to all crash fires and othc
that depend on the distribution of the fuel spilhqge preu
ing ignition, the wind magnitude and direction, the SIC
of the ground on which the airplane comes to rest, and t
location of the opening in the fuel system from which t
fuel tics. A complete description of the progress of crr
fire as it is influenced by all of these factors and the cc

Fnmm47.—~oltageproducedon insulatedlandinggear by blow
clay duetat 45 m@. Leakagereaiatame,0.5Xl@’ ohms; cape
tance,2tn3Xl&~farad.
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.,

Flgnre G1.—Elxploelon of Tvlrigdue to ignition of Figure 52.—Build-up of fire resnltlng from wing
fnel vapors in wing and winstanka exploidon. Photograph taken 0.7 second after

photograph of flgare 51.

m
Inside

outside

Ngure 53.—Scherantic diogmm of fire bnrning” inside wing and nacelle as compared with
fire outalde alrplnne.

(a) 0.9 second after @Mien.
.

(b) 4.0 secondn after ignition.
Figure 54.—Flame movement through fuel on ground behind fdrplarm
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(a) fidm~t5m atlti~m;3.O~nds (b) Foelmktbtiti rldngmlumn of smoke
after ignftion. and bnrnlng core of fuel mist; X? seconds

after ignition.
,-

,“

(c) Fire from fuel ernpomtln!x from wetted cur- (d) Fire produced by fuel that sonked Into
face of airplane and mound; 10.0 secona ground ~aporizing and bumlng in ecdumn con-
after Ignition. tlrmous with bnrnlng fuel from tanks; 19.0

seconds after igaitfon-

I’lgnm 6i$.-Rapld bumfng of fuel misL

Figure 56.--iUagnealnm mrtlona of engine burning darfng
craeh.

FIGURE57.—F1ames from burning fuel in wing tanks Ilcklng
sides of fuselaga

(n) Fire before explosion. (b) Build-up of the due to spread of flaming hydmtdlc fluld.
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figuration the airplane asmnnes in the crash cannot be at-
tempted here. A discussion of some of the main events ob-
sarved to occur in the crash fires studied will be given,
however, in which some of the factom tiuencing the de-
velopment of the fire are considered.

In a crash, the fuel system maybe broken o@n by impact
of the nirplane with obstacles such as trees, posts, boulders,
and so forth, that rip holes in tanks; by hydraulic forces ~gm-
erated by the surging fuel contained in the tanks of the de-
celerating airplane; by flying debris released in the crash,
particularly propeller blades, that may cut fuel lines (fig. 48)
and strainers, or pierce fuel tanks (fig. 49) ; and by the rela-
tive displacement of airplane components as, for example,
the parting of an enaginefrom its mounts and consequent
snapping of the carburetor fuel line. Fuel liqes, likewise,
mmy be burned through by oil, hydraulic fluid, or alcohol
fires, Since there is usurdly rLcontinuous path of fuel in
liquid, mist, or vapor form from the point of spillage to w

I?IOUJW4S.-Fuel Une cm by flylng propeller @.

I?Imw 49.—TVLIWfuel tauk ruptured by flying Propeller tip.

i@tion source, the fire moves from the i=gnitionsource back
to the fuel-system rupture from which the fuel isues. This
step in the propagation of fuel fire is common to all crashw
The fire burps at the opening from which the fuel issuesand
i=gnitesthe fuel as it leaves. The column of fire shown in
figure 50, for emguple, is ignited fuel pouring from the wing.
The fire at the fuel-system leak enlarges the opening and
tends, thereby, to increase the fuel dhm rate.

When wing fuel tanks are ruptured, combustible concen-
trations of fuel vapor often accumulate in the voids around
the t* Under these circumstances, a -W explosion oc-
curs when tie fire reaches the wing. A picture of such a

ming explosion is shown in fiagy.me51. The wing skin is
generally stripped off to the wingtips as show-nin the &ire.
A marked acceleration in the development of the fie ~ccom-
panies such explosions because of the broad distribution of
the wing-tank fuel that results A typical example of such
accelerated fire development followed the wing explosion of
figure 51. In 0.7 second following the explosion, the fire
appeared as shown in &gure 52.

Fire often burns within the wing without explosion. Irr
this case, the burning rate is governed by the air flowing into
the wing. Because of the limitation of available air, the
internal wing fire is often of modest proportions and tends
to locate near the vents through which the & enters The
extent of one internal wing & determined by a gqid of
thermocouples located in the wing, is shown in fi=me 53 as
the solid area. The limited size of the fire is in contrast to
the extent of the fire around the wing shown as the cross-
hatched area of the emnefigure.

In the first few seconds f ollowing ignition, the fire propa-
gates also t3rough- all the fuel spilled previous to i=gnition.
The fuel suspended in the air as mist i=tites and the ilre
spreads with lineal flame-propagation speeds up to approxi-
mately 70 feet per second. This high flame-propagation
speed is provided in part by the rapid expansion of burning
atmosphere of fuel mist and air. The flame speed through
the fuel on the ground along the skid path of the airplane
and on the wetted airplane surfaces is somewhat reduced over
that obtained through fuel mis&paiticilarly if the propaga-
tion is against the wind. Two photographs of flame move-
ment through the fuel on the ground behind the airplane 0.9
and 4.0 seconds after iagnitionare shown in figwres 54 (a)
and (b), respectively. The flame speed in this case is ap-

proximately 13 feet per second. The fire-spread along the
fuel-wetted surfaces of the airplane wings, fuselage, and
tailbooms occurs in a manner similar to the ground fire-
spread.

If ignition occurs while appreciable fuel is suspended in
the air as mist, the heat released from its combustion often
repr&ents most of the total heat release in the early phase of
the iire. Because the fuel in the mist is dispersed thro~oh a
large volume of air, each droplet is surrounded by a sutE-
cient quanti~ of air to burn a si=gcant portion of the ‘
droplet. The fuel mist is consumed rapidly, therefore, and
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than 20”seconds. The fuel-mist
fire at ~k early development shown in fi=ge 55 (a), 3.0
seconds after ignition, appears as a sofid wall of flame ex-
tending 45 feet behind and 65 feet above the airplane. The
heated fuel mist rises as it burns. The heat radiated to the
airplane from bur~m fuel mist lessens rap@ly as the fuel
mist risesand acquires at the sametime an envelope of opaque
black smoke characteristic of petroleum fuels (such as gaso-
line) burning in the open air. In this phase the mist ii.re
has the appearance shown in figure 55 (b), ‘5.3 seconds after
itidtion. The burr@ core of mist, visible in the fi=ae, is
the lnst to burn out and leaves the fuel evaporating from the
wetted surface of the airplnne and the ~moundto continue
the fie nsshown in the photograph of figyre 55 (c).

Of the fuel spilled on the ground, a lnrge portion soaks
rapidly into dry unfrozen soil- When the crash takes place
on sloping ground, as in the studies conducted here, the pools
of fuel that collect are quite shallow, and only during the
first few minutes after the crash are there appreciable quan-
tities of liquid fuel exposed in the airplane slide path to
provide combustible vapom in large quantities. For a few
seconds after the tire star@ these vapors rise and burn to
form a column continuous with+he burning fuel-mist mas
The lower portion of the toweriqg column of. smoke and
fire shown in figure 55 (c) is provided by this vaporized
fuel. Some of the fuel that soaked into the ground released
vapors at a Su5cient rate in the hot environment of the fire
to maintain small fies that burn close to the ground for
several minutes after the fire starts (&g. 55 (d)).

~ollowing the initial rapid consumption of the fuel that
is spilled on the ground and suspended in the air while the
crnshed airplane is in motion, the &e shrinks to the zones
tidjacent to the airplane with a marked reduction in the heat
radiated to the surroundings. Close approach to the burn-
ing airplane cnn now be made by normally clothed personnel.
The air temperature at ground level close to the fire diEers
little from tlm normal air temperatur~ since the air heatid
by the ilre rises overhead with the smoke and flames.
Radiation from the flames and hot metal of the airplane
structure may be intense, but can be tolerated by unpro-
tected skin for several minutes. At this stag% the he on
the outside of the airplfie is fed by fuel pouring from the
damaged tanks and seeping through the seams on We lower
surfaces of the vvings; by oil from the iire-damaged or me-
chanically damaged lubricating system; by hydraulic fluids
from the brake and wheel-strut actuating system; and by the
aluminum skin and structure, the fabric skin, and the mag-
n@sium enatie parts The oil fires lie close to the en=ge
nncelle where the oil distribution system and tanks are
located. Once ignited, the maggesium en=tie parts continue
to burn with the c.haractarieticblue-white flame even aftar
the surrounding fuel or oil fie subsides (fig. 56). The
aluminum parts, particularly the skin, ignite early in the fire.
The aluminum burns only in the high-temperature environ-
ment provided by adjacent fire. On the ground &se to the
fire, rivulets of molten aluminum form and flow by gravi~
to cooler zones and solidify.

CO~EE FOR AERONAUTICS

After the flash he that sprend through the fuel spilled

previous to ignition burns ou_t and the ~~ is localized ‘h the

&ediate a~ea of the airplane, the relatively slow propa-
gation of the Iire provided by ignited fuel pouring to the
ground and through the wing structure becomes appmenk

This burning fiel, running by gravity, spreads the fire to
arensnot wetted by fuel in the initial fuel spillage while the
airplane was in motion. If the ground slopes downward
from the wings to the tail, this burning fuel will flow on
the ground along the outside of the passenger compartment
of the fuselage. Contact between the fuselage skin on the
ground and this fuel may occur, depending on the direction
taken by small ground grooves and sinuous channels, Such
grooves and channels are formed by vegetation and soil ero-
sion usually present on the ground or are plowed by the
d%@g a~plme p~, such ~ propellerbladesor broken

wheel struts. The distnnce this ground-flow@ fuel will ex-

tend horn the fuel-tank source in these grooves and clmnnels
dephds largely on the fuel flow rate and the rate of ground
absorption of the fuel. The fuel he spread in this wwy is
maintained for many minutes, fed continuously by the fuel
pouring from the tanlm Burn-through of the fuselnge skin
is ahnost a certainty if eontnct between fuel stream and
fuselage occurs. Loss of the skin by fire burning from fuel
streams that extend parallel to the fqselage without con-
tact can occur if the local wind bends the flames to liclc
against the fuselage skin in the manner shown in figure 57.
If the ground slopes downward toward the nose of the wir-
plane, the fuel flows away from the pnssenger section of the
fuselage and fire destruction of this member does not occur
by the mechanism just described.

The airplane fire renches several secondary pewk inten-
sities before it tially burns outi Barring explosions, the
first of these peaks usually occurs when the iire burning
at the fuel tanks enlarges the openings from which the fuel
issues or opens undamaged tanks and increnses the rote of
fuel spillage. Such enlargement of the fuel-tank opmings
or burn-through of otherwise intnct tanks, below the fuel
level, will occur sooner with bladder-we tics thrm with
met@ tanks which have good therrmd conductivi~. The
cooling provided by the fuel in the tank retads burning
of the tank walls. Wing explosions”are usually followed by
a marked resurgence of the fie because of the associated
fuel scattering (figs. 51 and 62). Such explosions may
occur when the &e ilrst propagates to the wing from the
point of ignition or afier the wing fire hns been in progress.
Wing explosions that occur after the wing fire hns developed
are usually less violent than the explosions that sometimes
accompany the first ignition of fuel within the wing. Ex-
ploding elements of the hydraulic system, such ns wheel
struts softened in the heat of the fire, will spread flmning
hydraulic fluid with spectacular effect (fig. 58).

When the fire burns through the fuselage skin and the
combustibles within tie made available, the fire development
achieves another p&k. Exploding hydrwlic-@em accu-
mulator add the hydraulic fluid to this fire and promoti
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(n) Smoke and hydraulic oll vapors Mu@ from fnselafw (b] Remltlng fire after burn through of skin of fmielnge
nose. nose.

F&are 69.—Development of hydraulic flnld 5re vilthln fuselage \

FJgnre 60.-Cross-over of fire from one-side of alrplnne to
other throngh conopy of .fnel mfs~

li’lgure 61.—Fire produced by esploslon of both wings; 1.0
second after lgrdtion.

Ngnre 62.—Burning fabric on toll snrfacea ignited by fuel-mist flash llre.
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.

(a) Fire bnrnhg on ground on rfght dde under empennage
of airplnne 76 eeconde after ignition of left side of air-
plnm

(b) Progrws of tlra bnrning on ground on rfght eide 84
seconde after i@tlon of left side of airplane.

(d) Igaition of fnel in rfght wing tenka 107 eeeonda efter
ignition of left dde of airplnrm

(c) Ignition of fuel pormlng from right wing tnnka 98
mmnda after ignition of left side of nlrplnne.

W 66.~M-9w of fire from left to ,ri@t tide of afrplene throngh fuel trafl left
on groand by ,@rplano.

.
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Fmurm 03.-Strnctural elements melted in a typical crash tlm

ts spread inside the fuselage. The fire within the fuselage
burns slowly at first if the fuselage is essentially intact and
limited combustion air is available. At this time, large vol-
umes of smoke, representing condensed and partially burned
hydraulic-oil vapors and other volatile materi~ are often
observed issuing from the fuselage, as shown in ligure 59 (a).
& the fuselage skin is consumed in the fire, access for addi-
tional air develops, with a corres.pon~u further fire devel-
opment. When a large hole burns through the skin at the
top of the fuselage, the air flow ~ further promoted by
chimney action. The fuselage fie attains its peak at this
time. A view of the fuselage fire (fig. 59 (b)) shows the
combustible smoke tl@ issued earlier from the fuselage (&.

M (n)) burning with a bright flame. The appearance of
flame at the door frame shows the fuselage being consumed
by fire from within.

The last fires to burnout are often those from fuel that runs
under the ~irplane fuselage where it burns slowly with re-
stricted air supply, oil mound the oil tank and nacell~
magnesium engine parts, and rubber tires of the landing
wheels.

Progressive collapse of the main airplane structure not
damaged in the crash impact occurs in the fire as main sup-
porting elementsme burned, melted, or softened by the heat.
Structural elements melted in the fire show the sharp-edged
and pointed stalactites of fused alnminnm illustrated in fig-
ure 63. Typical of structural collapse by fire is the failure
of the tailboom shown in figure 64.

At times, with fuel spillage on both sides of the crashed
airplane, fuel ignition occnrs on one side only. Cross-over
of the fire from one side to the other appears to be possible
through the canopy of fuel mist that often forms above and
slightly behind the crashed airphme, although it has not been
observed in the crashes conducted so far. The conditions
necessary for a cross-over of fire through the fuel mist are
shown in figure 60; however, in this case cross-over did not
occur, because of the rapid development of the iire on the
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FInURE &L-Strnctial collapse due to melting and burning of skin
and structural uwml:era.

left side of the airplme. A map of the progress of this
iire during the fist second following ignition ~g the flame
propagates from the right nacelle towards the left side of
the airplane is show-nin figure 65. The family of curves in
the figure represent the outlimiof the&in O.I-secondinter-
vals, starting at the right nacelle and later at the left engine
tail pipe. Thcm data show an averwgevertical rate of prop-
agation of the fie of 60 feet per second and a uniform hori-
zontal rate of 25 feet per second over a 0.6-second period.
Explosion of both wings occurred just as this flame ‘pattern
was established and produced the tie shown in figure 61.

Cross-over of&e did take pla~ however, along the liquid-
fuel path left in the trail of the crashed airplane and on the
airplane itself. In one crash of an airplane carrying fuel
of lo-ivvolatility (8 mm EQ Reid vapor pressure), iire oc-
curred on the left side, as shown in @gure 19 (c)., The@
as it appeared on the right side as the airplane came to rest,
is shown in figure 62. Only the fabric of the empennage.
control surfaces, ignited by the fuel-mist flash fire, is burn-
%0 on this side. Fire traveled to the right side of the air-
plane along the rivulet of fuel running from the righbwirqg
tanks downhill to the fie burning in the skid path of the
airplane on the left side 60 feet behind the airplane empen-
nage. The fie that moved alomg this fuel rivulet on the
ground is shown in the succdon of photo=-phs in figure
66. The right wing became involved in the &e approxi-
mately 107 seconds after the crash. That propagation of the
fire forward through the thin mist of low-volatility fuel
suspended in the air on the right side of the airplane did
not occur is probably related to the relative advantage that
low-volatility fuel confers under these circumstanc~ as
shown by the data cmmpimum distance from the mist source
for upwind flame propagation (@g. 22).

The history of the crash tires obtained with fuel of low
volatility was identical to that involving gasohne. The
huge heat release from the bulfig fiel fist raised the
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ignition in

temperature in the airplane zone, and d.itlerences in fual
volatility measured at normal atmospheric temperature were
no longer significant in this high-temperature entionment.
In crash fires with fuels of low volatility in vvhich large
mamesof burning fuel mist arenot involve~ some advantage
in the rate of h spread may be @ned in the early phase of
the iire. Once the he propagates back to the source of the
fuel and ietites the fuel as it is teleased from the fuel qs-
tem, the rate of fire development depends primarily on the
fuel-spillage rate, with fuel volatility be~m of secondary
importance

The course of the crash he described is related to those
fires involving fael sp-tied in the manner impowd in these
fdl-scde studies. Except for the early he through the fuel
mist and fuel on the ground in the skid path of the crashed
airplane, however, the development of the fire described is
similar in main events to transport crash fires recently ob-
served in which little fuel spillage preceded ignition.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is evident from the manner in which these fuLI-sca.Ie
crash studies were conducted that no evaluation can be made
of the relative frequency with which the various ignition
sources will initiate fires in crashes that-occur in civil and
military operations Such information mud come from air-
plane operational experience, with great doubt always pres-

/$’

.—— —.. L-1

to camera vietig airplane head-on. (Nnmbera refer to time after
seconds. )

ent becauseof the inaccuracy of observations on the initiation
of the crash fire In view of the diversity of ignition sources
revealed by this crash study with n given airplane and llxed
experimental crash conditions, it is ditlicult to make such a
comparative evaluation even .if the obstacles and nnture of
the terrain involved in the airplane crash me epecilied. Ii
a detailed description of the airplane damage could be speci-
fied, however, along with the order in which the damage wa~
imposed, the state of the airplane motions, the wind, find
the contour of the crash site, some approximation of the rela-
tive likelihood of fire initiation by a particular ietition
source could be made on the basis of the i.uformntior
obtained from this crash study.

The same observations apply to an evaluation of the mm
gin of crash-fire safety that the use of fuels of low volatility
will provide as compared with the use of gasoline in the rLir-
plane. These crash-tie studies demonstrated only some of
the circumsttmcesunder which fuel volatility does not mattel
in fire initiation and indicated the possibility of other con-
ditions for ignition that would not be influenced by fuel
volatili~.. The relative frequency with which these circum-
etancw appear in actual crashw cannot be estinmted on the
basis of this work with a sufficientorder of accuracy to obtair
a meaningful estimate of the value of fuels of low volatility
in reducing the crash-tie hazard. Some little sieticnnce
may be a@achd to the fact that of four airphmes crashed
with low-volatility find, two did not burn; whereas, flre[
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were obtained with almost all (six out of seven) airplanes
crashed with gasoline when ignition-source inerting was not
employed. However, in one of the crashes with lovv-
vokdility fuel in which no h occurred, both engines were
ripped from their mounts at the crash barrier and did not
spend a suilicienttime in the fuel”rnistbehind the airplane to
provide an ignition on the exposed hot Aaust-collector
rings. The low-volatility fuel has a spontaneous-ignition
temperature equal to, or slightly 1S thq aviation-grade
gasoline. A surface hot enoqgh to i=gte gasoline in a given
contact time could certainly ignite the low-volatility fuel in
the same time. It is believed that fuel volatility was not the
factor determining whether or not he did occur in this case.

In the second of the crashes with low-volatility fuel in
which no fire occurred, the engge ignition was cut while
the nirplnne was in its full-power taxi run 2 seconds before
reaching the crash barrier. Little nacelle damage occurred,
becnuse the propellers struck the barrier at reduced speed
and no engine power. A small oil fim appeared in the left
nacelle from lubricating oil burning on the exhaust-collector
ring. No other combustible spillage occurred within the
nacelle, The nacelle cowl was intact. The quantity of oil
involved in the fire was quite small, and the fire did not ap-
pear outside the nacelle except for a brief flash l% seconds
after crash on the inboard side of the left naceIle. At this
time, the airplane was movhyg too fast for the fuel to extend
from the wing-tank rupture to the inboard side of the na-
celles. Because it is diilicult to determine from the motion
pictures whether or not the fuel ever did extend to the na-
celle and because the fuel does not have sdicient vapor pres-
sure to be detected by the combustible-vapor detectors, it
cannot be stated with certainty that ‘no fire would have oc-
curred if gasoline had been & in this crash. Some ad-
vantage from the use of low-volatility fuel maybe indicated
in this case, The results obtained in this crash study indi-
cate that the use of low-volatility fuel does not in itself
represent a wholly acceptable solution to the crash-ilre
problem.

~rcmmE 8’7.-Drlp fence to prevent SpfUNvW flow of fael from fuel
tanks to nacelle by wettirig conduction on lower surface of wfng.

The modes of fuel distribution t~ ignition sourw in a
crash revealed in this study indicate that, with regard to
fuel spillage in ~quid form, some crash-he safety can be
provided in airplane design. Any feature of vving design
promotes crash-iire safe~ that electively impedes the flow
of wing-spilled fuel toward the engine nacelle and wheel
well and provides for the drainage of this fuel at some rela-
tively safe location at the broiling edge. Fuel running by
wetting conduction likewise is &ectively intercepted by any
pronounced chordwise ridge or m-easein the lower wing skin
that serves as a drip fence (fig. 67). This drip fence is par-
ticularly desirable for intercept~~ fuel flowing by Metting
conduction to the en=gineexhaust (see iig. 27). It is un-
fortunate with respect to crash-fie safety that such discon-
tinuities in tie wing surface do not appear in normal vving
construction. Wing tanlm currently under development,
which do not burst under the hydraulic loading experienced
in a crash, will obviously tiduce the probability of crash
fire by fuel spillage within the wing.

In crashes in which the wing tanks are pierced by posts
or equivalent objects, however, fuel spillage will occur re-
gardless of the material or construction of the fuel tank and
the method of its support. Because the fuel mist generated
-whenthis @e of fuel-system damage is imposed represents
such a serious he hazard, any measure that impedes the
flow of the fuel through the tank breach lessens the fie
danger. The fuel-flow impeding action desired should be
equivalent to that which would be obtiined if the fuel tanks
were divided into small interconnected cells. In regard to
the hazard of fuel-mist i=tition, the greater the distance
spanwi~ aft, and down the fuel’ is stored -with respect to
the engine, the lower the likelihood of contact between fuel
ti and ignition sources at the nacelle. The total Stor%e
of fuel in pod tanb suspended below the wing at a station
10 feet or more spanwise from th~ engine hacelle would
lessen the likelihood of fuel-mist spread to the nacelle in a
crash. Flow of the liquid fuel th.ro~uh the wing structure
or by wetting conduction is avoided with this type of fuel
storage.

The role that electrostatic charge accumulated on parts of
a crash airplane plays in setting a fire, as revealed in this
study, may explain the origin of some of the fires started in
t,hewake of crashed airplanes on airport runways. Reports
of such &es attributed them to friction sparks. Electro-
static d.ischar=mfrom debris trailing the airplane may repre-
~t ~other i=tition means for these iires. Currently nvail-
able paints that give some protection against electrostatic
sparh may provide effective control of this fire hazard when
applied to those lower members of the airplane likely to be
separated in a crash. Becw--iselittle electrostatic charge is
accumulated by blowing dust when the relative humidity is
above 70 percent, iire from this source is more likely to occur
on clear dry days than on humid days. Crash landings on
damp ground or ground well covered by green vegetation
where little dust is raised around the skidding airplane
should be relatively safe from ignition by dust-generated
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electrostatic discharge; When suilicient time is available,
fight ~etf@ do= of an &field site where a ~c~t ]~d-
ing is to be made is a good precautionary measure. Friction
sparks of suilicient size and temperature to i=tite fuel can
be obtained from steel or mabywsiumairplane parts abraded
under high contact pressure with stony ground or concrete
pa~~. It is desirable in regard to crash fie that, when-
ever poxible, these metals be in areas of the airplane not
likely to scrape along the ground in a crash. The use of non-
spark@ materials for nuts, bol~ pitot tub&, drains, etc.,
that may be in ground contact in a crash would be advan-
tageous.

These studies show how readily any cmnbustibles spilled
within the nacelle are i=tited; therefore, it is desirable that
the components of the fu~ lubricating, and hydraulic SYS-
tems be located high in the nacelle where crash damage to
these components is least likely. Oil coolers and fuel strain-
ers often have vulnemble positions in the nacelle. Tubing
containing combustibles should be arranged to accmnmo-
date the nacelle distortions produced in crash.

The action a pilot may take just previous to’ crash to
lessen the likelihood of i-he depends on the circumstances
of the pending crash. Certainly, the less fuel carried by the
airplane into the crash, the smaller the probability of fire.
Experience giined in this crash-b stndy,tidimtw that ~
the event that a crash is likely, the engine fuel valve should
be closed rather than the engine ignition turned off. There
is no assurance that fuel flo&@ through an engine will not
i=tite if the engine i.tition system is turned oR. Hot
cylinder-valve components or the eshaust-disposal system
can provide the ignition that may result in a flame from the
engine induction-system inlet or exhausb~stem i%il pipe.
Evidence that such iatition do= occur appeared in the crash
previously described in which the en=tie switch was @ned
off 2 seconds before crash impac~ Lnmediately after the
i=#nition switches were turned off, a sequenca of exhaust
flames appeared, one of which is shown in @-ure 7 (c). At
2.2 seconds after impact the flames shown in figure 7 (b)
were observed at the engine induction-@em inlet. It ap-
pears more desirable, rather, to C1OWthe engine fuel valve
before crash with the engine ignition system operative- By
these arrangemen~ the fuel that dribbles into the engine
burns in the normal may in the engine cylinder with less
chance for producing undesirable exhaust or engine inlet
flames. Several revolution of the engine usually suilice to
exhaust the fuel in the engine induction system, and, from
then on, the engine ingests only air. If time permits after
the available engine fuel is exhausted, engine i=gritionshut-
off may provide an -a margin of safety. Modern air-
cmft i=gnitionsystems are so -well protected by the engine
parts that damage to the system while the engine is rotat@
and dri~~ the magnetos does not appear very probable.
When fuel shut-off cannot be achieved prior to crash, then
turning off the engine ignition may be desirable in order
that the propeller impact with the ground take place at re-
duced engine speed and povrer. In this way extensive de-

struction of the engine nacelle may be prevented, and a
corresponding reduction in the number of exposed ignition
sources may be realized. The likelihood of broken fuel and
oil lines within the nacelle is also lessened.

The approach to a hazardous landing should be made with
only those portions of the electric circuit energized that me
required for airplane operation. In order to maintminthe
exhaust system below the ignition temperature of fuel and
oil, the approach should be made at as low an engine power
as possible consistent with other safety considerations and
with the cowl flaps open wide. The hazarcl of fuel ignition
by electrostatic or friction sparks is lessened if the landing
can be made along a well-developed grass-covered strip
parillel and adjacent to a paved runway. Greater damage
to the airplane structure is sometimesobtained by hmding on
the turf with wheels up than on the rummy because of the
plowing and scooping of the ground by the deformed fuse-
lage and nacelles. Midwing or high-wing airphmes with o
solid fusela.m belly structure unbroken by hatches of bomb-
bays could land on turf without significant plowing. l?reQ-
dom from friction&d electrostatic spayks would be guined
for these airplanes without increasing the likelihood of se-
vere fuel spillage produced by the structural deformation
that sometimes accompanies gro~d plofig. Airport

crash-accident equipment cm move to the airplane along the
adjacent paved runway. The flight fire system should be
discharged into the nacelle. a few sehonds alter touchdown
to provide a small additional margin of smfety. Ie.ss dam-
age to the nacelle will occur if the propellem are left in the
unfeathered rather than in the feathered position.

In view of the effective protection provided by the water
spray on the hot components of the eshaust system, the ques-
tion naturally arises concerning the value of employing the
fire-extin@ishing agents, carried for flight ties, to reduce
the likelihood of fie in a crash. Preliminary estimatasin-
dicate that the quantities of extinguishing agent carried in
flight iire ‘~stems can provide a sia@tlcant mensure of pro-
tection in a ma+, when properly employed. As in the cam
of the water spray, the fire-extinbtihing agent sho~d be
applied directly to the hot metal parts by means of a dis-
tribution system comparable with that used in the wntw-
~ray ~tiem. h this way, cooling of the edmust system by
evaporation and decomposition of the agent is promoted,
and effective inerting of the adjacent atmosphere is mcom-
plished. The quantity of agent from the flight tie system
would be adequate to inert the ~rmst system for the time
period that is most hazardous if a distribution system could
be designed that would conline the agent to rL layer nround
the collector ring approximately ~s inch thick. Such a dis-
tribution system would probably have the geneml oppenr-
ance of that employed by the water system. The extinguish-

ing agent should be metered to give a continuous flow for 26
seconds from the moment of crash i&pact. The 2i5-seumd
interval covers the hazardous period when the airplane is
in motion f ollowing crash and fuel is spread by the methods
discussed, and the brief period after the airplane comes to
rest when the fuel mist is being cleared by the wind. Un-
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less the fire-extinguishing agent has a suilicient heat of
vaporization to cool the hot surfaces to safe temperatures,
however, a residual ia@tion hazard exists with the fuel flow-
ing through the nirplane structure and by wetting conduc-
tion and accumulated fuel vapors. A modest amount of
water, carried separately, discharged with the ext@nish-
ing agent through the same distribution system may provide
the necessary additional cooling. Further study is required
to establish effective combinations of extinguishing agent
nnil water, or other liquids, that may be employed. Highly
water-soluble materials, like salts and ammonia, or engine
heat may be employed to keep the water in liquid form at,
low atmospheric temperatures. Because the experimental
ignition-wurce inerting system proved so effective in pre-
venting crash fires in this investigation, its further study
and development for special airplane applications is
desirabl~

LEWISl?LIGHT PROPULSION ~~ORATORY
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Dist&Aion, “F
Initial boiling point ------------- 104 295
Percentage evaporat~:

5 135 330
10 149 335
20 168 340
30 185 343
40 201 345
50 214 348
60 223 350
70 232 3s4
80 241 357
90 257 364
95 282 369

Fbdbotigpoht_------------- 330 378
I&idue, percent ---------------- 0.6 . 1.0
LOS, perwnt ------------------- 0.9 0

Reid vapor premure, lb/sq in------- 6.1 0.1
Specitic gravity at 60° F/60° F----- 0.700 0.781
Refractive index ------------------ 1.3934 1.4374

TABLE 11.—FUNCTIONIIYG TIME OF IiiERTING SYSTEM

c

Ignit!+nSJnm

Hot SUrffMX9:
E+aust system -----

.

Heat exchanger---,--

Exhaust Same:
Torching~--.-------

Exhauet gasM------
f

Electrical system:
Area---------------
Filaments __________

Induo&on-system flame

Chemical agents ------

Electrostatic sparks ---

1.3
.7

1.9
3.8

12.1

4.1
1.3
2.0
3.5
1.9
.1

1.0
.6
.6

2.2
3.5
7.7

44
3.5
3.5

2.4

nerthg-systm wmp
n~ti*8cting ignf-

JVater spray ------

JVater spray ------

CO, and water and
fuel shut-off

CO~and water and
fuel shut-off

Eleotric shut-off-.
None ------------

cot------------

All--------------

None ------------

Fm&cfn

lnntimting-

nnrxment

0.19

.19

0.34

.34

0.10
----

0.06

----

----
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SYNOPSIS

A review of the literature and accident records on aircraft
crash fires indicated the need for experimental work in this
field with modern fuils and aircraft powered with recipro-
cating and turbine engines. Because human survival of
crash impact is most likely in landing and take-off awiden~
the study of the fire that often follows such accidents was
assumedto be the most fruitful area of research in this fiel~

The information obtained in this study on the mechanism
of the crash fire is intended to serve as a factual background
on which improvement in airplane crashworthiness may”be
based. The crash-iire problem was studied by conducting
full-scale crashes with twin-engine cargo airckaft provided
by the U. S. Air Force (figs. I “and 2). The aircraft were
fully instrumented to record signiilcamt data in the crash
and fire that foIIows regard@ fuel spillage, combustible-
vapor distribution in areas adjacent to potential i=tition
sources, locations and timing of electric&system i=gnition
sourc~ he incidence and pro=~ession, temperatures and
toxic-gas concentrations in personnel compartmen~ and the
decelerations the several main components of the airplane
undergo in the cmsh. @gh-speed motion pictures of the
crash were obtained that revealed many of the details of the
mechanism of crash h Several of the factom observed to
be signifknnt in the full-scale crash pk of this work were
studied in detail under simulated crash circumstances. Only
the work done on aircraft with reciprocating engines is suf-
ficiently complete at this time to be reported herein.

The arrangements for conducting the full-scale crash,
study me shown in Qure 4 (a). The-monorail in the fore-
ground guided the airplane, which was accelerated from rest
under its own power, to the obstructions sho~ h tie +d-
dle of the @re. Airplane speed upon impact with these
obstructions ranged from 80 to 105 miles per hour. The
abutments in the path of the kmding wheels stripped the
landing gear from the airplane. The height of the abut-
mentswas adjusted to permit the sbiking airplane p~opellers
to produce extensive nacdle damage short of breaking out
the en=gim In this way the generation of iggtion sources
by the engine was promoted. Poles arranged to rip into
the wing leading edges and wing fuel tanh about 5 feet
outboard of the nacelles produced fuel spillage that was dis-
tributed extensively around the crashed airplane. The pro-
~msive damage to the airplane at the crash barrier.is illus-
trated schematically in ilgyrw 4 (b) to (d). Each airplane
carried 1050 gallons of gasoline or low-volatilit-j fuel de-
scribed in table I. The fuel was usually dyed red to im-
prove its photos-phy in color.

hquiry into the mechnism of the crash iire mntem on the
answers to two questions: How and when do ignition sources
appenr in the airplane crash, and How does the fuel come
into contact with the iagnitionsources? The ignition sources
revealed in this study are those that are familiar from ex-
perience in normal airplane operations and other technical
fields. These ignition sources are listed in table H (col-

.

umn 1) along with the time of their
impact (column 2).

appeamnce after crash

In these crasha the fuel. was obsm-ved to spill in liquid
form from broken fuel lines and tanks, as premixed fuel
vapor and air from the damaged engine induction systems,
and as fuel mist around the ‘airplane when the spillage ap-
pears on the outside of the airplane while it is in motion.
In the last case, the pressure and viscous forces of the uir on
the fuel rip it to mist that moves with & around the air-
plane. In the crash arrangements employed in this study,
liquid and mist spillage occurred in every crash, and cm-
bureted fuel spillage from the ergine induction system in
only a few cases, These latter instances, however, were su5-
cient to reveal how such spillage initiates a fire.

The fuel that spills to the open air through the breach in
the lead@ edge of the wing can attain appreciable spunvise
spread as mist forward of the leading edge of the wing and
reach ignition sources located around the nacelle. As tlm
airplane decelerates in the crash, the fuel opposite the brench
in the tank has a speed that is greater than the existing air-
plane speed. The fuel surges forward through the breach
in the tank and is atomized by the air. The air forces that
atomize the fuel to mist also impart a apamvise velocity
component to the fuel droplets. As this spamvise velocity
componmt is acquired, the f orward velocity declines. If the
airplane is moving rapidly, it moves by the spreading pattern
of fuel mist before the mist has an appreciable time to
spread spamvise. If the airplane moves slowly, the fuel
mist attains significant span-wiseextension around the for-
ward portions of the airplane, and contact with ignition
sources at the nacelle is likely.

The combination of reduced airplane speed and high air-
plane deceleration represents the condition of airplane mo-
tion most hazardous with respect to fuel-mist ignition at
the nacelle. A comparison of the small spamvise distribu-
tion of the fqel obtained when the airplane speed is high
and the deceleration is low (fig. 17 (a)) with the large fuel-
mist spanwise development forward of the wing leading edge
obtained at low airplane speed and high deceleration (fig.
16) shows these effects clearly.

Because & few seconds are required for the airplane to
slow from its high speed at crash impact contact between
the fuel mist and ignition sources of the nacelle occurs sev-
eral seconds after impact. Au example of this time delay
required for fuel-mist contact is given in figure 12, which
sho~s a series of exhaust flames issuing from the engine td
pipe during the airplane slide from the crash barrier to near
@ when ignition of the gasoline mist cmmrred at the en-
gine tail pipe (fig. 12 (d)). Ignition of the gasoline mist
by the hot exhaust-collector ring, involving a similar time
delay, is shown in figure 88 (d).

The substitution of low-volatility fuel for gasoline does
not materially reduce the likelihood of ignition when contact
between the fuel mist and a potent ignition source occurs.
The ignition of the mist of low-volatility fuel at the engine
tail pipe is shown in figure 19. The large fuel-mist fire on the
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left side of the airplane (fig. 19 (b)) followed the ignition
1~2 seconds earlier in figure 19 (a). These results indicate
that fuels of low volatility will ignite and burn readjly when
dispersed m mist, and their adoption for reciprocating en-
gines would not done represent an acceptable solution to the
crash-fire problem.

Because the fuel mists are air-borne,. they persist in the
air mound the crashed airplane for a time that varies in-
versely with the wind speed (fig. 11). Fuel mists in ig-
nitible concentrations seldom persist around the airplane for
more than ~’7seconds after the airplane comes to rest If
a tail wind sweeps the mist from the crash area, the likeli-
hood of ignition is momentarily increased as the deme por-
tions of the fuel mist are swept over the nacelle by the wind.
Because of the large error inherent in making a visual eAi-
mnte of the persistence time of the fuel mist in the neigh-
borhood of the airplane, it was not possible to evaluate the
effect of fuel vol@i@ on this persistence tinm Fuel vapors
associated with the mist will move with the wind approxi-
mately as the smaller mist droplets and may have a per-
sistencetime a few seconds greater than the bulk mist.

Transition from fuel-mist spillage to spillage in liquid
form in the open air takw place as the airplane slows to rest.
Bemuse of the high rate of air dilution provided by nornial
air movement in the open, combustible concentrations of
gasoline vapors coming from the liquid gasoline on the
ground appear only close to the fuel @llage in strata
that lie close to the grouncl Where protection from wind
is obtained by vegetation, ground channels or ditches, or
components of the crashed airplan~ a marked increase
exists in ignition hazard distance from the liquid spillage.
In general, however, the likelihood of ignition of vapors
from liquid pools of gasoline in the open air does not appear
eignficant unless the ignition source lies within a few inches
of the ground. Except for burning droplets of oil dripp~~
from the nacelle, broken elements of the exhaust-disposal
system falling to the ground, or fiction sparks, the ignition
sources can be expected to lie above this combustible layer
of vapor.

Gasoline spilled within the enclosed cavities of the air-
plane, wher~ low air-ventilation rates exi~ can generate
large volumes of combustible conmntrations of vapor that can
move through the channels provided by the airplane struc-
ture. Tuel in both liquid and vapor form can flow through
these channels by gravity and achieve a considerable dis-
placement away from the fuel-spillage point- Ho&gas ducts
of the icing-protection systems or cabin ti-condition@g,
for exampl~ lead to heat exchangers that are often at
temperatures above the fuel-ignition temperature. In iigure
25 (c) is shown the iire that follows the movement of -ivi.ng-
spilled fuel through the icing-~etem hot-air distribution
duct that runs along the wing leading edge to the engine
exhaust-gas heat excharqyr on the engine tail pipe below the
wing (fig. 25 (b)). Propagation of the fire into the wing
along the path of fuel produced the W@ explosion shown
in figure 25 (c). Because of the time required for fuel to

move to the ignition source, this iire occurred M seconds after
crash impact.

Ignition sources within the wing belong to the ~0 elec-
trical system. Damage to this electrical system during crash
impact can produce ignition sources close to the wing fuel
spillag~ and fire follows almost immediately. In fib-e
24 (c) is shown the fire produced by operathqglandirg lights
that were smashed and driven into the wingg by the poles at
the crash barrier. The wing &e appeared 0.60 wcond after
crash impac~

Distribution of fuel in liquid form from the spillage point
to remote areas can take place on the lower surfacw of in-
clined elements of the airplane structure The liquid fuel
wets and clings to these surfaces, such as the lower wing skin,
and flows by gravi@. This co-called %vetting conduction”
of the fuel is shown in &we 27 on the wing and nacelle and
in figure 26 on the elements of the wheel well and landing-
gear struk The red-dye trails left by the fuel show the
wetted path of the fuel. Because of the wing dihedral, the
fuel tends to move to the nacelle where many iggtion sources
are located, if the wing position is not altered from normal.
in the crash.

The fuel that is spilled as carbureted mixture of fuel and
air from the damaged engine induction system is generally
released in zones adjacent to the hot exhaust-disposal system
and the electrical elements in the engine accessory sections.
A variety of iaguitionsources are available, therefore, to ig-
nite this fuel. The quantity of fuel in the engine induction
system is too small to produce a serious fie unkss the flash
fire of this fuel extends to other fuel spillage. In figure 30
is shown the propagation of the erq$ne induction-qstem
fuel tie out of the nacell~ to the fuel spillage from the wing.

In an effort to reveal mechanisms of crash-fie initiation
that may have been obscured by the early ii.r& set by the
known ignition sources, an iatition-source hrting syst8m
was installed in nacelles of several aircraft crashed in this
program. A schematic View’of the inerting-~stem arrange-
ments is given in figure 31. The four-component in~a
system includes a fuel shut+off valve at the carburetor and
fire wall that brings the engine to res$ a 3-pound charge of
fire-extbguishing agent injected into the engine inlet to inert
the engine interior, an electrical system cut-off switch on
the battery and generator circuits to prevent the develop-
ment of hot wires and electric ar~ and a water-spray sys-
tem arranged to distribute water to all parts of the hot metal
of the engine exhaust-disposal system. The steamgenera.tid
on &e hot metal surfaces of the exhaust system provided
protection from fuel or oil ignition while the metal cooled
to temperaturesbelow the ignition point of fuel and oil. All
components of the system were arranged to be actuated m
soon after crash as possible.

The only new mechanisms of crash fire revealed in this
phase of the yrork with the ignition-source inerting system
installed in the airplane nacelles is shown in the crash illus-
trated in figure 44. The landing wheel and stru~ which were
shipped from the airplane at the crash barrier, followed in
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the wake of the airplane sliding along the ground. In its
passage through the soil dust and fuel mist in the wake of
the airplane, the wheel and strut accumulated electrostatic
chur=~ that i=gnitedthe fuel behind the airplane when the
wheel strut approached the ground and discharged (@ 44
(b) ). The fuel fire propagated through the fuel in the wake
to the crashed airplane.

Five of the airplanes that were equipped with the inert@
system and did not burn me shmvn in the photographs of
figure 40, taken when the airplanes came to rest after crash.
A sixth airplane, likewise equipped, which was subjected to a
ground loop (fig. 41), did not burn either.

This report contains a section devoted to the description
of the probgye.s.sof an aircraft he. Because the section .on
the progress of aircraft fies cnnnot be given in brief form
without misinterpretation, its inclusion in this synopsis is
not attempted.

The results of this work indicate that sigiticant reduc-
tions in crash-fire hazard can be realized by any desi=wmeas-
ure that increases the forward and spmnvise &tanm and
the elevation of the engine with respect to the fuel storage.
This trend in airplane component arrangement will reduce
the likelihood of contact between fuel in mist form with the
many i=gnition sources at the nacelle. Devices or desi=gn
features that act to intercept spilled fuel flow@ within the

channels Provided by the airplane structure are also valuabl~
Provisio& for dra~age of “the intercepted fuel to spillage
points @ the open air away from the nacelles would enhanca
the effectiveness of these arrangements. Location of lmd-
&O lights aw,ay from chordwise -positions in front of tho
fuel storage is indicated as well: Preliminary data suggest
the value of employing paints that have a reduced tendency
to rmcumulateelectrostatic charge by friction with dust rmd
fuel on the parts of the airplane likely to be detached in n
crash and trail the airplane.

In an approach to an indicated crash landing, the pilot
should de-energize all of the electrical system not required
for landing Engine operation that provides the coolest
exhaust-disposal-system temperature should be practiced.
Just before touchdown, the fuel flow to the engines should be
cut off to allow the engine to purge itself with air before
crash impact.

In view of the effectiveness of the experimental ignition-
source inerting system in preventing crash fires experienced
in this study, the desirability of further study of this system
for special airplane applications is indicated. A combined
system for both crash and flight fires may be particulmly
attractive, because protection for crash and flight fires may
prove to be possible without serious incrensw in weight over
the flight fire system alon~


